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Getting Started
Managed Receiving uses role-based security to grant or limit user access to different features. The features
described here may or may not be available depending on the security role associated with your user account.
Note that if a user attempts to log in to Managed Receiving before their account has been approved, they will
receive a message indicating that their log in is pending Administrator approval.

System Requirements
Your computer should meet the following minimum system requirements to use the Managed Receiving client
application:

l 8 GB of RAM
l Google Chrome Internet browser

Summary
The Dashboard page includes useful metrics to gauge the following:

l Load arrival status
l Load / Pallet delivery per hour
l Active Trucks

The Schedule page is used to:
l Sort color-coded appointments and reservations by docks and door groups for a given date
l Modify appointments using drag and drop functionality.
l Modify appointments from the appointments page of an appointment.

The Appointments page is used to:
l View a list of appointments for a site and filter /sort the list using various criteria.
l Create Appointments

The Purchase Orders page is used to:
l View the list of Purchase Orders for a given Site.
l Search for specific Purchase Orders using the PO#, Due Date, Entry Date, Vendor # or Appointment #.
l Determine the status of existing Purchase Orders.

The Vendors page is used to:
l View the list of Vendor for a given Site.
l Search for particular Vendors using the Vendor name or number.
l Obtain detailed information about a Vendor by reviewing Vendor details.

The Carriers page is used to:
l View the list of Carriers that deliver goods for Vendors.
l Obtain detailed information about carriers from the Carrier details page.
l Add Carriers

The Site Settings page is used to:
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l Configure behavior of the Managed Receiving application for a given Site.
l Apply default settings for Appointments, Vendors, Carriers and configure other aspects of the Site.
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Basic Steps
Managed Receiving uses role-based security to grant or limit user access to different features. The steps listed
here may or may not be available depending on the security role associated with your user account.
Here are the basic steps for using Managed Receiving:

1. Open the Purchase Orders page to display the purchase orders for the Site. Open individual purchase
orders to view or update purchase order details.

2. Open the Vendors page to view a list of vendors. Open individual vendors to view or update vendor
details.
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3. Open the Carriers page to view a list of carriers. Open individual carriers to view or update carrier detail.

4. Open Help Assist to open a ticket to request assistance related to appointments or other non-appoint-
ment related issues.

5. Open Site Settings to view or modify Site configuration options.
User access to Site Settings is provided for Administrative purposes. If your user account is associated
with a role that does not perform administrative tasks, you will be unable to modify Site configuration
options.
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Note that the Site Display Name configuration parameter depicted is an optional parameter.

6. Log out of the Managed Receiving application by clicking the Log Out button.

The Log Out button is available throughout the Managed Receiving application, in the lower left hand
corner of most pages.
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Features
Managed Receiving includes the following features:

Click and drag scheduling
Appointments on the Schedule page can be modified using click and drag functionality. Click and drag scheduling
is accessible to Administrators, Help Desk users, and some other specialized roles. This functionality is not avail-
able for standard users (such as carriers and vendors) that have no Site Administration responsibilities.

l You can change the door and / or time slot of appointments with a status of Open or On Complex. Click
to select the appointment, drag it to the desired door and / or time slot and release. When you release
the appointment you will be prompted to verify the new location on the schedule, click Yes to confirm
or No to cancel.

l You can change the duration of appointments with a status of Open, On Complex or Gated In. Hover
your pointer over the right side of the appointment and click to select the appointment adjustment bar.
Move the adjustment bar to the right or left to increase or decrease the duration in 15 minute incre-
ments. When you release the adjustment bar you will be prompted to verify the change, click Yes to con-
firm or No to cancel. When you hover over the right side of an appointment to change duration, the
pointer becomes a horizontal double ended arrow:

Table Pagination
Table pagination is implemented throughout the Managed Receiving application for all tables that contain more
than 100 rows. Once a table exceeds 100 rows a link is added to the bottom of the table with the text 'See
Next'. When you click 'See Next' the table is reloaded to display additional rows and a link to 'See Previous' is
also added. You can click 'See Next' and 'See Previous' links at the bottom of a table to navigate back and forth
through the table in 100 row increments. When you navigate to the end of the table the 'See Next' link is
removed from the page. When you navigate back to the beginning of the table, the 'See Previous' link is
removed.
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Table sorting and filtering
Managed Receiving enables table sorting and filtering with column filters that also provide sorting capabilities.
All table filter controls enable sorting.

When you close your browser or browser tab and reopen a table, you retain the column
and header filters that you set in your previous browser session. You also retain any sort
order that you set in your previous browser session.

Sorting
Sorting rearranges the rows of a table in ascending or descending alphanumeric order of the values in the sor-
ted column. All Column heading filters enable sorting by clicking the up or down arrows on the filter. When a
column is sorted the arrows of the filter are darkened to indicate the direction of the sort. Sorting can be per-
formed with any column filter but sorting can only be performed on one column at a time.
Filtering
Filtering hides data that does not match the requested content and reduces the current table content.
Columns that can be filtered will have a specific filter displayed under the column header.
Filters are determined by the content type and multiple filters can be applied simultaneously. Managed Receiv-
ing provides the following types of column filters.

l Multi-select filter - Returns those rows for which data in the specified column is equal to the value or
value(s) set in the column filter.

l Single select filter - Returns those rows for which data in the specified column is equal to the value set in
the column filter.

l Toggle filter - Returns those rows for which data in the specified column is equal to one of two mutually
exclusive values set in the column filter.

l Spinner filter - Returns those rows for which data in the specified column is equal to the value set by
incrementing or decrementing the spinner in the column filter.

l Spinner Range filter - Returns those rows for which data in the specified column falls within the range of
values set by incrementing or decrementing two spinners in the column filter.

l Date Range filter - Returns those rows for which dates in the specified column fall within the date range
set in the column filter.

l Time filter - Returns those rows for which time values in the specified column are equal to the time
value set in the column filter.

l String filter - Returns those rows for which values in the specified column contain all or part of the alpha-
numeric string set in the column filter.

Create Appointment Wizard
The Create Appointment Wizard provides Vendors and Carriers with a straightforward method for accurately
scheduling appointments.

Safeguards
Managed Receiving implements certain safeguards to reduce the chance of inadvertent errors. Safeguards
include:

l Unsaved Changes Notification - Managed Receiving notifies users if they attempt to close or navigate
away from a page when doing so could discard unsaved changes. For example, if a user on the Create
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Appointment page attempts to navigate away from the page before saving the appointment, the fol-
lowing message is displayed to verify that the user intends to leave the page without saving changes:
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SiteMenu Admin
Choose the appropriate option from the Site Menu to navigate to the designated page in Managed Receiving.
Note that Managed Receiving supports opening pages in a new tab with existing user credentials. Right click the
option or link and select the appropriate option as displayed by your browser to open in a new tab. When you
open multiple tabs this way and you log out of one tab you will be logged out of any other tabs that you opened
in the session. The Site menu for Administrators and Help Desk personnel should look similar to the following:
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1. Select Partner - Click to select a Partner.
2. Search for artifacts - Click and search all sites or a specific site for MR artifacts. Supports search by PO#,

ASN, BOL and Appointment
3. Select Site - Click to choose a Site for the specified Partner.
4. Display Site menu - Click to choose Site specific options.
5. Display Dashboard - Click to display dashboard for the specified Site.
6. Display Global Links - Click to display Global Links for Partners, Carriers and Equipment Types:

l Partners - Select Partners and Add Partner to add a partner from Apex Site Manager to Managed
Receiving.

Functionality for adding partners is provided for the Global Administrators
role only.

At least one site at a partner must already be configured in Apex Site Man-
ager before the partner is added to the list of partners displayed when you
click Add Partner.
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Note that you can also add a partner if you click the Site Icon, click the top of the partner list and
then click Add Partner:

l Carriers - Select Carriers to display the global Carriers page.
l Equipment Types - Select Equipment Types to display the global Equipment Types page.

7. Display Site Schedule - Click to display schedule for the specified Site.
8. Display Help Assist Page - Depending on credentials will provide options to view Help Assist page for all

Partners or one Partner.
9. Display Site Appointments - Click to display appointments for the specified Site.

10. Hide Menu - Click the same button to expand the menu if it is hidden.
11. Display Purchase Orders - Click to display Purchase Orders page for the specified Site.
12. Display Vendors - Click to display Vendors page for the specified Site.
13. Display Carriers - Click to display Carriers page for the specified Site.
14. Display Help Assist Page - Click to display Help Assist page for the specified Site.
15. Display Insight Portal Page - Click to open Insight Portal, access to Dashboard Reports is governed by B2C

user role permissions. For more information see Power BI Reports.
16. Display Site Settings - Click to display Site Settings options for the specified Site.
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17. Edit Site Information - Click to update Site Information displayed at the bottom of the menu.
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Reporting Dashboards
Managed Receiving provides users in roles with appropriate permissions access to several reporting dashboards.
To access these reports, click Insight Portal from the Site Menu to view detailed information about:

l Load Entry – Apex Unloading data as entered by Capstone unloading teams.
l Survey – Driver Survey data captured by Capstone unloading teams (entered by drivers).
l Incomplete Appointments – Displays all appointments with a status of Open, On Complex, or Gate In.
l Non-Compliant – Displays all appointments with columns for “Refused Reason Code” and “Cancelled

Reason Code”
l Lead Time – Displays appointment data by PO number to visualize the relationship between PO Due

Date, Appointment Date and On Complex Date.
l Data Export – Displays data appointment by PO exported to Partner systems with date-time stamps.
l Appointment Data – Displays appointment data by PO with appointment status date-time stamps.
l Purchase Order Data – Displays PO data fields with appointment data fields.
l Dock Order Status – Contains charts that help visualize the relationship between Total Pallet Count per

Day of the week by dock by dock capacities
l Carrier Data – Displays carrier data elements. I.e. “Drop” indicator (Carrier Drop List), “Carrier Type”,

etc.
l Vendor Data – Displays a list of vendors and all vendor data fields.
l Reservations Data – Displays a list of vendors and / or carriers with reservations).
l Auto Appoint Data – Displays the schedule details for backhaul carriers that control auto-appointment of

backhaul Purchase Orders.
l Supply Chain (SC) Fees – Displays appointment data with Reason Code columns / fields entered for

appointments.
l Appointment Data Legacy – Appointments which have been imported from the Legacy Managed Receiv-

ing application.
l On Time Percentage – Charts and Tables that display Carrier / Vendor score card information by Site,

Vendor, Carrier, Buyer, or Product Code.
l Quantities by Dock by Hour – Displays pallet counts by Dock per hour for each day of the week.
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Dashboard
The Dashboard displays a site's current truckload status for the day. It focuses on active loads and emphasizes
any active problems. The Dashboard provides functionality related to Site management that is accessible to
Administrators, Help Desk users, and some other specialized roles. Because standard users such as carriers and
vendors do not perform Site management tasks, the Dashboard is not displayed for these user accounts in these
roles.
The Dashboard includes the following sections:

Status Summary
At the top of the Dashboard the following real-time status is available:

l Completed Loads - Shows the percentage of Completed loads, and a percentage graphic.
l In Process - Shows the number of In Process loads, and a percentage graphic
l Loads over X - Shows the number of loads that have taken longer than the time allotted for the appoint-

ment, and a percentage graphic
l Late - Shows the number of late loads, and a percentage graphic

Loads / Pallets Per Hour
This table displays an hourly breakdown (i.e., 0-1 = 12:00 am - 1:00 am), and remaining estimate, of the fol-
lowing stats:

l Loads - number of truckloads
l Pallets - number of pallets

Active Trucks
This section displays a list of appointment link 'cards' including:

l Appointment Time
l Time until / past Appointment Time or time since Appointment status changed to On Complex.

Until an appointment status is changed to On Complex, the time value reflected
will be either the hours and minutes remaining before the appointment is sched-
uled (a negative value) or the hours and minutes that have elapsed since the
appointment was scheduled (a positive value). Once the appointment status
changes to On Complex, the time value reflected is the number of hours and
minutes that have elapsed since the status changed to On Complex (a positive
value). This value will continue to increase until the appointment status changes to
Off Complex.

l Status (Reflected in color as well as text)
l Door
l Pallet / Case Count
l Vendor
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l Carrier
l Appointment Number

Note that these cards are color coded with regard to appointment status and punctuality (Yellow and Red).
Appointment Late Arrival status is subject to the Site Settings / Appointments Late Arrival setting. The color cod-
ing correlates to appointment status and punctuality as follows:

l Blue - Scheduled, Open or Gated Out Door Occupied status (Gated Out Door Occupied status only avail-
able if enabled in Site Settings)

l Purple - On Complex status
l Green - Gated In status, Arrived
l Yellow - Open status, Late
l Red - Gated In Status, actual unloading time taking longer than estimated unloading time
l Light Gray - Gated Out status
l Dark Gray - Off Complex status
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Active Trucks Status
Active Trucks display cards for each appointment with an up-to-the-minute status. Each card displays status sum-
mary information and can be clicked to view additional appointment details and to change the appointment
status.

Open

Open cards are Blue or Yellow depending on the difference between the current time and the time that the
appointment was scheduled. Click a card with an Open status and click Appointment Actions to:
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l Mark On Complex
l Modify Appointment
l Apply Appointment Exception
l Print Gate Pass
l Change Status using Gate Management
l Cancel Appointment

On Complex

On Complex cards are Purple. Click a card with an On Complex status and click Appointment Actions to:
l Mark Gated In
l Modify Appointment
l Apply Appointment Exception
l Print Gate Pass
l Change Status using Gate Management
l Cancel Appointment

Gated In

Gated In cards are Green or Red depending on the difference between the current time and the time that the
appointment was scheduled. Click a card with a Gated In status to:

l Mark Gated Out
l Mark Gated Out Door Occupied (not fully implemented as of 7/28/2020)
l Modify Appointment
l Apply Appointment Exception
l Print Gate Pass
l Change Status using Gate Management
l Cancel Appointment

Gated Out

Gated Out cards are light gray. Click a card with a Gated Out status to:
l Mark Off Complex
l Apply Appointment Exception
l Print Gate Pass
l Change Status using Gate Management

Gated Out Door Occupied

Gated Out Door Occupied cards are blue. Click a card with a Gated Out Door Occupied status to:
l Mark Off Complex
l Apply Appointment Exception
l Print Gate Pass
l Change Status using Gate Management

Off Complex
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Off Complex cards are dark gray. Click a card with a Off Complex status to:
l Apply Appointment Exception
l Print Gate Pass
l Change Status using Gate Management

Changing Appointment Status using Gate Management

Gate Management functionality is restricted to certain roles and may not be available for
standard users.

When you click a card for an Active Truck to display appointment details and then click the Appointment
Actions button you will see a drop down menu with various options available depending upon the current
Appointment Status. If you select the Gate Management option the Appointment Gate Management dialog
box is displayed which allows you to change Appointment status:

When you change the status of an appointment you may also have to add other properties to the appointment
such as Trailer, On Complex Time, Gate In Time, Gate Out Time and Off Complex Time. For example, if you
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update an appointment status from Gated In to Gated Out or Off Complex then you will need to specify the
appropriate values for Gate Out Time or Off Complex Time.

You can also use Appointment Gate Management to modify existing values for Trailer and
Timestamp values for On Complex Time, Off Complex Time, Gate In Time and Gate Out
Time without changing the current Appointment Status.
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HowDoes the ScheduleWork?
The Schedule provides a visual representation of appointments, reservations and closures for a site on a par-
ticular date. The label displayed on appointment bars is subject to the Schedule Display Label setting on the Site
Settings / Appointments page. The schedule lists all site doors in the order of their associated docks and door
groups by default. Each door on the schedule displays 2 rows, one for reservations and closures and another for
appointments. Appointments that are associated with reservations can be identified by the appointment prox-
imity to a reservation and the clock icon on the appointment. Door and Dock closures are represented by light
gray bars.

How to Use the Schedule

Filter by Docks
Select the Docks drop-down menu to filter the schedule by one or more docks to display the schedule for the
selected dock(s).
Filter by Door Groups
Select the Door Groups drop-down menu to filter the schedule by one or more door groups to display the sched-
ule for the selected door group(s).
Select Date
Choose Calendar and select the desired date or use arrows to navigate between days. The schedule for the spe-
cified date is displayed. Choose Show Today to display the schedule for the current day if you have navigated
away from the current day. This option is enabled if you navigate away from the current day, which is displayed
by default.
Start Time
Choose the drop down next to Start Time to set the schedule start time.
View
Select the View drop-down menu to adjust the number of hours displayed on the schedule.
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Schedule Start Time: and View: settings are persisted for the currently logged on user
within a session and between sessions, even when connecting to the Managed Receiving
application from different locations, as long as the connection is initiated from the same
physical device.
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Features
1. Hover over appointments, reservations closures and doors - Hover the mouse pointer over the following

objects on the Schedule to view the specified details:
Reservations:

l Vendor with Vendor #, if available
l Carrier, if available
l Days (Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, etc.)
l Start Time
l Duration in hours
l Pallets, if available
l Cases, if available

Appointments:
l Appoint number and Status
l Vendor with Vendor #, if available
l Carrier
l Delivery Carrier
l Main PO#
l Pallets
l Managed Type

Closures:
l Day(s)
l Reason
l Effective End Date

Doors:
l Door name
l Min unit(s)
l Max unit(s)
l Edit Door - Users with appropriate permissions can view or modify the properties of a Door dis-

played on the Schedule page by clicking the displayed door number to open the Site Settings /
Doors / Edit Door form. If you view or modify a door, click the browser <Back> button to return
to the site Schedule page. For more information about viewing or modifying Site Doors see Site
Settings Doors.

2. Pallet Capacity
l Pallet capacity is displayed for docks and for the site.
l Pallet totals (actual pallets scheduled for delivery) is displayed for door groups, docks and for the

site.
3. Appointments

l Select an appointment bar to open a pop-up dialog with appointment details.
l The selected appointment bar will appear slightly enlarged when viewing appointment details,

which may include:
o Appointment number and status - Appointment number and current status
o Appointment date and time - Date / time associated with appointment
o Main PO managed type - Indicates managed type of primary purchase order.
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o On Complex time - Date / time that appointment status changed to On Complex
o Gate In time - Date / time that appointment status changed to Gate In
o Gate Out time - Date / time that appointment status changed to Gate Out
o Vendor name - Name of vendor associated with appointment
o Carrier name - Name of carrier associated with appointment
o Delivery carrier name - Name of delivery carrier associated with appointment
o Main PO# number - number of primary purchase order
o Original Duration time - Duration of appointment when scheduled
o Unloader - One of either Capstone, Driver, or Vendor name. Driver will not be an option

for drop shipments.
o Trailer number - trailer number associated with appointment
o Pallets - number of pallets
o Cases - number of cases
o View Appointment button - Displays appointment details when selected.

l Appointments are color coded with regard to appointment status and punctuality (for Yellow and
Red). Appointment Late Arrival status is subject to the Site Settings / General Late Arrival setting.

o Blue - Scheduled, Open status
o Purple - On Complex status
o Green - Arrived, Gated In status
o Yellow - Open status, Late
o Red - Gated In Status, actual unloading time taking longer than estimated unloading time
o Light Gray - Gated Out status
o Dark Gray - Off Complex status

When an appointment status changes to Gated In, the appointment duration and position is reflec-
ted on the schedule bar based upon the Gate In time. The leftmost position of a Gated In appoint-
ment displayed on the schedule aligns to the Gate In time (to the closest 15 minute increment)
and the rightmost position of the appointment aligns to the Gate In time + the original duration of
the appointment. If a Gated In appointment exceeds the scheduled duration, the schedule bar
continues to capture the full appointment duration beyond the original duration. Additionally,
once a Gated In appointment exceeds the scheduled appointment duration, the schedule bar
color for the appointment changes to Red. A Gated In appointment which has exceeded its sched-
uled duration will continue to grow in 15 minute increments, and will overlap any subsequent
appointments scheduled at the same door. When this occurs, both the Gated In appointment and
the adjacent appointment will still be visible on the schedule.

l Drag and Drop
o Users with appropriate permissions can modify the duration of an appointment by select-

ing the right edge of a appointment time block (represented by a thin white line) and click
dragging to the left or right to shorten or extend appointment duration. This can be per-
formed for appointments with a status of Open, On Complex or Gated In. The adjustment
increment is in 15 minute intervals. Note that it is not possible to re-size / reduce an
appointments duration to less than the original appointment duration.

o Users with appropriate permissions can also modify the location and time slot for Open
and On Complex status appointments by click dragging the center of an appointment time
block and moving it to another available slot on the schedule. After moving the appoint-
ment a pop-up dialog requests confirmation from the user, selecting Yes saves the
change, selecting No cancels the action and the appointment remains unchanged.
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The duration of Gated In appointments that have been re sized is
calculated using a start time rounded to the nearest 15-minute
interval from the start of the hour. For example, if an appointment
with a duration of 60 minutes is Gated In at 8:05 PM and re sized to
extend for 90 minutes, the duration will be calculated from 8:00
PM (start time rounded to the nearest 15 minute interval from the
start of the hour) and the original duration of the appointment will
be calculated as 90 minutes, not 85 minutes.

o When moving an appointment scheduled for multiple doors, all associated bars can be
moved horizontally but not vertically.

l The following labels may be displayed on an appointment to indicate certain appointment prop-
erties. Configure the Schedule Display Label option from Site Settings / Appointments:

o Appointment Number - The number assigned to the appointment for identification pur-
poses.

o Carrier of Record - Carrier responsible for shipping the freight that is scheduled for deliv-
ery, may be different than the actual carrier that delivers the freight.

o Carrier Move - a unique, typically alphanumeric value associated with a specific appoint-
ment number and carrier name. Partners assign Carrier Move values to purchase order(s)
to add them to the appointment being delivered by the carrier identified by the Carrier
Move. Purchase order Carrier Move values are allowed if the Carrier move allowed con-
figuration parameter is enabled in Site Settings / General.

o Primary Vendor - Vendor associated with the majority of the purchase orders scheduled
in the appointment.

o Main Purchase Order - Primary purchase order of all the purchase orders scheduled in
the appointment.

o Managed Type - One of T = OTR (over the road truck); C = Consignment or Logistics truck;
B = Backhaul (client’s own carrier line).

4. Closures
l Closures appear on the Schedule as dark gray bars with the label "Door Closed", "Dock Closed" or

"Site Closed"
5. Reservations

l Reservations appear on the Schedule as a maroon bar with the name of the Vendor or Carrier in
the center. The name on the bar will change if an appointment is scheduled for the reservation at
which time the name of the Vendor or Carrier is replaced with the appropriate label (Appoint-
ment #, Managed Type, etc.)

6. Advanced Schedule interactions When the Advanced schedule interactions option is enabled from Site
Settings / Appointments, the following functionality is enabled:

l Users can click an open spot on the schedule to create appointments or closures. Point to a door
and time-slot where you want to create an appointment or closure and left click the schedule to
display the following dialog box:
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Select the appropriate option or else select No, go back to schedule.
l Users can click a reservation on the schedule to display a Reservation Options dialog box and

choose one of four options:
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1. Create Appointment from Reservation - Opens the Create Appointment page to sched-
ule an appointment for the specified reservation occurrence.

2. Modify Reservation Series - Opens the Site Settings / Reservations page for the specified
reservation to allow modifications to the Reservation series.

Reservation Series modifications apply to all occurrences of the
reservation between the Start Date and End Date. This should be
taken into account when changing a Reservation Series if your
reporting requirements dictate an accurate accounting of reser-
vation occurrence utilization. For example, if the Vendor or Carrier
for a Reservation series is changed 3 months into a 6 month Reser-
vation series, the original Vendor or Carrier will no longer be
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associated with the reservation occurrences and the new Vendor
or Carrier will. This will be reflected in reporting data as 0% reser-
vation occurrence utilization for the new Vendor or Carrier over
the first 3 months of the Reservation series.

3. Cancel Reservation Occurrence - Cancels the specified occurrence of the Reservation
series.

4. No, go back to schedule - Closes the Reservation Options dialog box and returns to the
Schedule page.
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Appointments
An appointment is a scheduled date, time and location that designates when and where a truck can load or
unload freight. An appointment includes a list of one or more purchase orders to be picked up or delivered.

Navigation
l Select the Appointments option on the left main menu to display the list of appointments for a site.
l To create a new appointment, select Create Appointment in the top right of the appointments page or

click the Plus icon ( ) visible on the Appointments option in the left pane to display the Create Appoint-
ment page.

l Select the Appointment confirmation number of an appointment to display associated appointment
details.

l Select the Main PO# of an appointment to display associated purchase order details.
l Select the Vendor associated with an appointment to display the vendor details.

Appointments
Displays a list of all appointments associated with a site.
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Tabs:
Select the available status tabs at the top of the Appointment list to filter the list accordingly. All results returned
are subject to the filter criteria entered.

l Today - Returns a list of appointment scheduled for the current day, does not take into consideration
appointments that start on the current day and extend into the next day. This is the default tab for the
Appointments list.

l Scheduled - Returns a list of appointments that have been scheduled at the site.
l On Complex - Returns a list of appointments that have been marked with the 'On Complex' time stamp.
l Late - Returns a list of appointments with a status of 'Open' and a Main PO Start time at least 30 minutes

old.
l Past Due - Returns a list of 'Open' appointments that contain one or more purchase orders with a Due

Date that is at least a day old.

Columns

When you close your browser or browser tab and reopen this page, you will retain the
column and header filter that you set in your previous browser session. This is true even
if you log in to the Managed Receiving application from a different location on the same
device. Column and header filter settings are user specific.

When you click the Clear All option displayed on the far right of the row of column head-
ings, you reset any data specific filter settings but retain the currently displayed column
headings.

Your browser session remembers the columns that you choose to display and the sort order of the table if you
have sorted the Appointments table. The following columns are displayed by default:

l Appointment - The appointment number.
l Time - Appointment start time.
l Date - Date of appointment
l Main PO# - Main purchase order number
l Vendor - Name of Vendor
l Vendor # - The vendor number identifier
l Carrier - Name of Carrier of Record

Hidden columns
The following columns are hidden by default:

l Inbound Pallet Count - Number of Pallets being delivered
l Doors - Identifies the door(s) associated with the appointment
l Consignee Code - Specifies who is financially responsible for the receipt of shipment
l Cube - Measurement of freight volume
l Delivery Carrier - Carrier associated with the appointment
l Driver - Name of driver responsible for delivering freight
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l Drop Load - Designates whether the freight is unloaded immediately or dropped at the dock to be
unloaded later

l Due Date - Corresponds to the earliest due date of any purchase order(s) associated with an appoint-
ment.

l Gate In Time - Specifies when driver checked in with gate to enter site
l Gate Out Time - Specifies when driver checked out with gate to leave site
l Same Day - Indicates when an appointment is scheduled for delivery on the same day that the appoint-

ment is made.
l Late Gate In - Denotes a driver gate check in for an appointment with a Main PO Start time that is at least

30 minutes old.
l Late Gate Out - Denotes an driver gate check out after delivering an appointment
l Off Complex Time - Indicates when the status of the appointment changed to OffComplex
l On Complex Time - Indicates when the status of the appointment changed to OnComplex
l Original Date - Indicates the original date of the appointment, before any scheduling changes
l PIM Tag - Product Integrity Monitor tag, helps verify freight was not tampered with in transit
l Priority - Indicates whether the appointment is designated as a higher priority delivery than a regular

delivery
l Slot Reserved - Indicates whether the appointment was made at a reserved slot (reserved time and loc-

ation)
l Inbound Cases / Pieces - Number of cases / pieces scheduled to be delivered
l Load Weight - Weight of the load in pounds
l Trailer - Trailer number
l Unload Service Used - Indicates whether the driver unloads or the warehouse assumes responsibility for

unloading
l Status - The appointment status, such as Open, Gated In, On Complex or Cancelled for example.
l Intermodal - Indicates whether the load can be delivered using multiple means of transportation
l Load Type - Indicates the type of load such as perishable or frozen for example. Load type correlates to a

Door Group which can be created in Site Settings.
l Carrier ETA - Carrier estimated time of arrival
l Yard Location - Site Yard location

Appointments List
Use this list to find appointments and create, view, modify or cancel appointments with the Appointment form.

l To find an appointment enter the appointment number in the Search Appointments field at the top right
of the Appointments page or enter the appointment number into the Search field under the Appoint-
ment heading in the list.

l To create an appointment click Create Appointment to display a blank Create Appointment form and
click Schedule It after you complete the form to return to the Appointments list.

l To view an appointment in the list, click the appointment number of the listed appointment to Edit
Appointment Details and then click your browser's back button to return to the Appointments list.

l To cancel an appointment or edit appointment details, click the appointment number of the listed
appointment to open Edit Appointment Details and click Save after completing your changes. When you
edit details of an existing appointment you can also click the Appointment Actions button to display a
drop down menu with options that are not available when you first create an appointment. See Appoint-
ment Actions for more information about these menu options.

Fields
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l Appointment - Sort by appointment number or find an appointment by entering an appointment num-
ber to display the associated appointment.

l Status - Sort alphabetically or select a status from the drop down list.
l Date - Sort by date or search for appointments scheduled within the specified Min / Max range.
l Vendor - Sort by vendor name or search for appointments with a specified vendor name.
l Vendor # - Sort by vendor number or search for appointments with the specified vendor number.
l Carrier - Sort alphabetically or select a Carrier from the drop down list.
l Inbound Pallet Count - Sort by inbound pallet count or search for appointments with an inbound pallet

count within the specified Min / Max range.
l Consignee Code - Sort by consignee code or search for appointments with the specified consignee code.
l Cube - Sort by cube value or search for appointments with a cube value withing the specified Min / Max

range.
l Delivery Carrier - Sort by delivery carrier or search for appointments with the specified delivery carrier.
l Driver - Sort by driver or search for appointments with the specified driver.
l Drop Load - Sort by drop load value or search for appointments with the specified drop load value (Yes /

No).
l Same Day - Sort by same day value or search for appointments with the specified same day value (Yes /

No).
l Late Gate In - Sort by late gate in value or search for appointments with the specified late gate in value

(Yes / No).
l Late Gate Out - Sort by late gate out value or search for appointments with the specified late gate out

value (Yes / No).
l Original Date - Sort by original date or search for appointments with an original date value within the spe-

cified Min / Max range.
l PIM Tag - Sort by PIM tag value or search for appointments with the specified PIM tag value (Yes / No).
l Priority - Sort by priority or search for appointments with the specified priority.
l Slot Reserved - Sort by slot reserved value or search for appointments with the specified slot reserved

value (Yes / No).
l Inbound Cases / Pieces - Sort by inbound cases / pieces or search for appointments with an inbound

cases / pieces value within the specified Min / Max range.
l Load Weight - Sort by load weight or search for appointments with load weight within the specified Min /

Max range.
l Trailer - Sort by trailer number or search for appointments with the specified trailer number.
l Unload Service Used - Sort by unload service used value or search for appointments with the specified

unload service used value (Yes / No).
l Intermodal - Sort by intermodal value or search for appointments with the specified intermodal value

(Yes / No).
l Load Type - Sort by load type or search for appointments with the load type.
l Carrier ETA - Sort by carrier ETA date or search for appointments with a carrier ETA date within the spe-

cified Min / Max range.
l Yard Location - Sort by Yard location or search for appointments with the specified Yard location.

Edit Appointment Details
Click an appointment number to open Edit Appointment Details.
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Create Appointment
The create appointment form is accessible by clicking the Create Appointment button displayed on the Appoint-
ments page. Use the create appointment form to create a new appointment for a delivery. The create appoint-
ment form includes the following fields:
Purchase Orders

l Enter one or more comma separated PO numbers, BOL numbers or PRO numbers and then click Add
POs. Note that the search functionality will check all associated ASN BOL / ASN PRO / BOL / PRO values
for all purchase orders and return matching values. If the matching entries are already scheduled then
you will be notified, if not you can add any matching PO plus ASN BOL, ASN PRO#, BOL, or PRO# to the
appointment.

Only purchase orders created at the site where you are scheduling an appoint-
ment can be added to the appointment. You cannot add purchase orders created
at one site to an appointment scheduled at another site.

l When adding a PO# to an appointment, you may be prompted to 'Please enter a valid BOL or PRO num-
ber to proceed' when the specified purchase order is not associated with an ASN number. This can
occur if the currently associated BOL or PRO numbers are invalid or when both are missing and there is
no ASN BOL or ASN PRO number set for the purchase order. You may also enter a value for BOL,
PRO Number and Pickup Date if the corresponding options are enabled on the Site Settings / Appoint-
ments page.

l If the Site Setting Disallow Drop Load on Truck Load (T) Managed Type is checked, and you attempt to
create an appointment for any Purchase Order designated as a Managed Type Truck Load (T), a message
similar to the following will be displayed:

For more information, see the configuration option Disallow Drop Load on Truck Load (T) Managed
Type at Site Settings / General.If this message is displayed when you are booking an appointment for a
Drop Load, you should open a Scheduling ticket with Help Assist to try to resolve this issue.

l Admin users can reuse PO numbers that are already associated with a scheduled appointment if the Site
Settings / Appointments / Reuse Purchase Orders option is enabled for the Site. For more information
see Reuse Purchase Orders on the Site Settings / Appointments page. If you add a purchase order to an
appointment and the purchase order is already scheduled for delivery on another appointment, you will
be notified with a dialog box that provides a link to the other appointment(s), for example:

l If required, click Create New PO to manually create a purchase order and enter the necessary values
into the Create Purchase Order dialog box. For more information about creating purchase orders see
Create Purchase Order.

Carrier of Record - Choose a carrier of record from the drop down menu.
Delivery Carrier - Enter a value for the delivery carrier.
Dropped Load - Select Yes or No.
Choose an Unloader - Select Capstone, <partner> or Driver.
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Appointment Duration (in minutes) - Use the spinner to increment or decrement the appointment duration or
manually enter a value into the Appointment Duration field. Appointment Duration is initially calculated by
adding the Average Unload Time(s) of the Vendor(s) specified for each PO scheduled for the appointment. Aver-
age unload times are available on the Vendors page under the Avg Unload Time column. When a user creates
an appointment wherein the PO Pallets count multiplied by the Default Minutes per Pallet Site Setting exceeds
the value of the Maximum Unload Duration Site Setting, the appointment duration is set to the value of the Max-
imum Unload Duration. For more information about the Default Minutes per Pallet and Maximum Unload Dur-
ation Site Settings see Site Settings / Appointments.

Appointment Duration value must be a positive integer, is expressed in 15 minute incre-
ments and is recalculated when POs are added to or removed from the appointment.

Intermodal - Indicates the use of two modes of freight, such as truck and rail, to transport goods from shipper to
consignee, can be updated by a Help Assist operator. This option must be activated on the Site Settings /
Appointments page.
Load Type - Choose a load type from the drop down menu. This option must be activated on the Site Settings /
Appointments page.
Load Weight - Use the spinner to increment or decrement the load weight or manually enter a value into the
Load Weight field. This option must be activated on the Site Settings / Appointments page. Maximum value is
99999.
Schedule - Click the calendar icon to select a delivery date. When selecting a delivery date keep in mind that
appointments cannot be scheduled for delivery before the current day in the Site's time zone unless the option
Allow Backdated Appointments is enabled in Site Settings / Appointments.
After you have entered the required parameters, select Find a Slot to choose a time slot or select Add to Sched-
ule to drag the appointment to the desired location on the schedule.

If you select the option to Find Slot, Managed Receiving will attempt to locate a matching
delivery location and time based upon existing Vendor and Carrier Reservations first, fol-
lowed by available doors at the scheduled appointment time. Find slot matches appoint-
ments to reservations allocated to the vendor(s) specified on purchase orders except
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when a reservation specifies both a vendor and a carrier and the appointment specifies a
different Carrier of Record. For example, given a Reservation for Vendor 1 and Carrier 1
and an appointment with a purchase order for Vendor 1, find slot will return the reser-
vation with Vendor 1 and Carrier 1 unless the appointment specifies a Carrier of Record
other than Carrier 1.

Click Schedule It to schedule the appointment or click Cancel to return to the Appointments page.
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If a carrier or vendor schedules an appointment for a purchase order after the purchase
order due date and the Site Settings / General / Past Due Date Notification is enabled,
then the carrier or vendor will receive a Popup notification indicating that the selected
appointment date is after the purchase order due date. For more information see Past
Due Notification under Arrival Compliance Settings.

If an Administrator schedules an appointment for the current day and the Site Settings /
General / Same Day Appointment Flag is enabled, a Popup notification indicating Com-
pliance Alert, Unscheduled on Same Day appointment? will be displayed. For more
information see Same Day Appointment Flag under Arrival Compliance Settings.

Send email confirmation - If the option to Allow the contact to approve / decline booked appointment is
enabled, you must provide a valid Contact Email Address and (optionally) a Contact Phone Number. This inform-
ation is required because when the option to Allow the contact to approve / decline booked appointment is
enabled, a scheduling ticket is created in conjunction with the appointment and the scheduling ticket will
remain open until the contact approves or declines the appointment.
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Edit Appointment Details
The edit appointment details form is accessible by clicking an appointment number in the list of appointments
displayed on the Appointments page. Admin users can open the Edit Appointment Details page from the Sched-
ule page when viewing appointments scheduled for the current day, or Game day. To open an appointment
from the Game day schedule, click the appointment to display appointment details and then click View Appoint-
ment to open the Edit Appointment Details page.
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Appointment Details Form
The appointment details form is comprised of six sections, Appointment Status Header, Purchase Orders Table,
Email Confirmation and Contact Information, Appointment Information, Timestamps, History and Activity.
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Appointment Status Header
Status

Indicates the current appointment status. Appointments have one of the following status properties:
l Open - Not checked in for delivery
l On Complex - On the warehouse premises but not gated in
l Gated In - On the warehouse premises and gated in
l Gated Out - On the warehouse premises and no longer actively loading or unloading.
l Gated Out Door Occupied - Available if the Gate Out / Door Occupied setting is enabled in Site Settings /

Appointments.
l Off Complex - Available if this setting is enabled in Site Settings. No longer on the warehouse premises.
l Cancelled - Cancelled appointment, will not be delivered.

Appointment Actions

The following actions may be applied to appointments by clicking the Appointment Actions button and choosing
the appropriate option from the drop down menu:

l Mark <appointment status> - Select this option to change the appointment status to the specified value:

l Mark On Complex - This option is available for appointments that currently have a status of Open.
If you select this option you must click Check-In Appointment On Complex to confirm the status
change.

When you change the status of an appointment from Open to On Com-
plex, the date and time of the status change are stored in the History as
'OnComplexTime'. Once set, the value for 'OnComplexTime' is fixed and
will not change if the appointment is subsequently rescheduled for a dif-
ferent time or door.

l Mark Gated Out - This option is available for appointments that currently have a status of Gated In.
l Mark Gated In - This option is available for appointments that currently have a status of On Com-

plex.

When you change the status of an appointment from On Complex to
Gated In, the date and time of the status change is stored in the History as
'GatedInTime'. Once set, the value for 'GatedInTime' is fixed and will not
change if the appointment is subsequently rescheduled for a different
time or door.

l Mark Off Complex - This option is available for appointments that currently have a status of Gated
Out when the option to enable Off Complex Status is enabled in Site Setting / General.

l Modify Appointment - Select this option from the drop down menu to open the Appointment form and
modify associated purchase orders or associated scheduling details.

l Appointment Exception - If an Activity associated with an Exception Action has been created in Site Set-
tings / Activities, select Appointment Exception from the drop down menu, select the Activity from the
Appointment (Exception) dialog box, provide the appropriate Reason Code and Comments (if required)
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and click Save. For more information about creating Appointment Activities see Appointment Activities,
Actions, Reason Codes and Notifications.

l Gate Pass - Select the Gate Pass option to view the gate pass associated with an appointment. Click Print
to print the gate pass or Cancel to return to the appointment details form:

l Gate Management - Select the Gate Management option to change the appointment status to one of
Open, On Complex, Gated In, Gated Out, Gated Out, Gated Out Door Occupied, Off Complex or Can-
celled. Depending on the appointment status change, you may also need to provide values for On Com-
plex Time, Gate In Time, Gate Out Time, Off Complex Time and optionally, Trailer. Click Update to apply
the new status.

Before you can change the status of an appointment to Gated Out Door Occupied
or Off Complex you must enable the corresponding options in Site Settings /
Appointments.

If an appointment is in Gated Out, Gated Out Door Occupied or Off Complex status
you can remove purchase orders from the appointment. When you remove a PO
from an appointment it may then be added to a different appointment. To
remove a purchase order from an appointment with the status of Gated Out,
Gated Out Door Occupied or Off Complex, click the X (Remove) icon displayed on
the far right of the purchase order listed on the appointment details page and
then click Yes, Remove PO when prompted.
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l Cancel Appointment - Select the Cancel Appointment option to cancel an appointment.
l The Cancel appointment action is always available for Help Desk users.
l The Cancel appointment action is visible for all users when the Dock Cancel Limit is set and the

current date is within the specified limit.
l When an appointment is canceled, a notification is sent to the Buyer and the appointment is des-

ignated as having been canceled.
l When an appointment is canceled, associated purchase orders are removed and become avail-

able to be scheduled on another appointment.
l Cancelled appointments are accessible from the Appointments page and have a Status of Can-

celled.
l Appointments with a status of Cancelled cannot be modified.

Information

The following appointment information is displayed on the Appointment Status Header:
l Last Appointment Activity - Displays the most recent appointment activity
l Date - Date that the appointment is scheduled
l Time - Time that the appointment is scheduled.
l Door - Door that the appointment is scheduled.

Purchase Orders Table
The following information is provided about the Purchase Orders associated with an Appointment.

l PO# - Purchase Order number
l Vendor - Name of Vendor
l Vendor# - The vendor number identifier
l Due Date - Corresponds to the earliest due date of any purchase order(s) associated with an appoint-

ment.
l ASN BOL (if enabled in Site Settings)
l ASN PRO Number (if enabled in Site Settings)
l BOL (if enabled in Site Settings)
l PRO Number (if enabled in Site Settings)
l Warehouse - Physical site location, houses docks and doors
l Type - Load Type
l Inbound Pallet Count - The number of pallets used for the purchase order.
l Inbound Cases / Pieces - The number of cases used for the purchase order.
l Inb Pal - Inbound Pallets
l Unload Charge - Cost or charge to unload.
l Backhaul - Designate whether the PO is a backhaul delivery.
l Comments - Comments
l Reservation - Designates associated Site reservation

Scheduling Ticket Email Confirmation and Contact Information
This section contains contact information for carriers or vendors that have opened a scheduling ticket for the
appointment and also provides the option to allow the specified contact to approve or decline the appointment
if it is modified before it is booked (approved). If the Appointment Approvals configuration option on the Site
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Settings / Help Assist page is set to New appointments need to be approved by Help Assist, all appointments
requested by carriers or vendors must first be approved through an associated Help Assist scheduling ticket. This
section specifies the contact information for the carrier or vendor and also determines if booked (approved)
appointment requests that have been modified are subject to subsequent approval by the carrier or vendor ori-
ginally requesting the appointment. If the Allow the contact to approve/decline booked appointment option is
unchecked, then the appointment is booked without subsequent authorization by the carrier or vendor regard-
less of any modifications made. Contact information should include the carrier / vendor email address and
(optionally), phone number.

If the Allow the contact to approve/decline booked appointment option is checked and
a Help Assist Scheduling ticket is modified before it is booked (approved), an e-mail with
the updated appointment information is sent to the contact email address with a link to
the modified appointment. The carrier or vendor that receives the email can then open
the appointment by clicking the provided link and may choose to either Close Ticket,
Approve Appointment, Modify Appointment Request, or Decline appointment:

If the carrier or vendor chooses to Close Ticket or Decline Appointment, the Scheduling
ticket is closed and the appointment is not scheduled. If the carrier or vendor chooses to
Approve Appointment, the Scheduling ticket is closed and the appointment is scheduled
using the modified appointment parameters. If the carrier or vendor chooses to Modify
Appointment Request, the Scheduling ticket is sent back to the Help Assist ticket queue
to await approval again.

Appointment Information
This section contains the following fields:

l Carrier ETA - Carrier ETA can be modified by a Help Assist operator by clicking the calendar icon, select-
ing a date and time and clicking Set. Carrier ETA is an optional field that can be enabled from the Site Set-
tings / Appointments page.

l Carrier of Record - The main Carrier this appointment was created for.
l Delivery Carrier - The Carrier that actually shows up at the appointment. This field can be updated by a

Help Assist operator.
l Trailer Number - Trailer number associated with the delivery, can be updated by a Help Assist operator.
l Load Weight - Use the spinner to increment or decrement the load weight or manually enter a value

into the Load Weight field. This option must be activated on the Site Settings / Appointments page. Max-
imum value is 99999.
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l Comments - This field can be updated by a Help Assist operator.
l Notification List - semi-colon delimited list of e-mail addresses, can be updated by a Help Assist operator.
l Drop Load - If enabled, driver can leave trailer without unloading, can be updated by a Help Assist oper-

ator.
l Intermodal - Indicates the use of two modes of freight, such as truck and rail, to transport goods from

shipper to consignee, can be updated by a Help Assist operator. This option must be activated on the Site
Settings / Appointments page.

l Unloader - Specify one of either Capstone, Partner or Driver (if Drop Load is not enabled), can be
updated by a Help Assist operator.

Click Save to update the appointment with any changes that were made in the Appointment Information sec-
tion.

Timestamps
This section lists appointment time stamp values.
Possible status values include:

l On Complex - When the truck is physically on the site.
l Gate In - When the truck passes through the gate
l Unload Start - When the unloaders start taking pallets off the truck
l Unload End - When the unloaders finish taking pallets off the truck
l Gate Out - When the truck leaves through the gate
l Off Complex - When the truck has physically left the site.

Activity
This section contains exceptions and Activities applied to the appointment in descending order of occurrence.

l Only users with appropriate permissions can see appointment Activities.
l When a Activity is generated with a comment, the date and time the comment was entered is displayed.
l When viewing appointment details, appointment Activity is displayed by default.
l For more information about Appointment Activities, see Appointment Activities, Actions, Reason Codes

and Notifications.

History
This section lists all changes made to an appointment in descending order of occurrence, including:

l Who created the appointment
l Date and Time the appointment was created
l Any changes to the appointment including Appointment Activities.
l When viewing appointment details, appointment History is accessible by selecting the History tab.

Help Assist Tickets
This section lists all Help Assist scheduling tickets associated with this appointment in descending order of occur-
rence.

l Only users with appropriate permissions can see appointment scheduling tickets.
l When the status of a scheduling ticket associated with an appointment changes, the scheduling ticket

number, status, and the date and time the scheduling ticket status was changed is displayed.
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l Listed scheduling tickets include a link to View the ticket, clicking this link will open the associated
scheduling ticket. For more information about Help Assist Scheduling Tickets see Manage Open Tickets.
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Modify Appointment
The modify appointment form is accessible by selecting the Modify Appointment option from the Appointment
Actions menu displayed on the Edit Appointment Details form displayed when clicking an appointment number
listed on the Appointments page. This form provides the same functionality as the Edit Appointment Details
form but adds the ability to change the following aspects of an appointment: Arrival Date, Appointment Dur-
ation, Load Type, Carrier of Record, Purchase Orders, Appointment location and Appointment Time.
Arrival Date - Click the calendar icon to select a new arrival date. Note that if the Same Day Appointment Flag
option is enabled in Site Settings / General and you change the arrival date to the current day, you will receive a
Compliance Tracking Alert notification when you schedule the appointment if it is an unscheduled arrival.
Appointment Duration - Use the spinner to increment or decrement the appointment duration or manually
enter a new value into the appointment duration field.
Load Type - Choose a door group from the drop down menu. Must be enabled in Site Settings / Appointments.
Corresponds to a Site Door Group.
Carrier of Record - Choose a carrier of record from the drop down menu.

The Carrier of Record must be associated with a carrier reservation at the site in order
for the reservation to be available for purposes of scheduling the appointment. Carrier
reservations are reserved solely for appointments that specify a matching Carrier of
Record.

Purchase Orders

Vendors and Carriers can add or remove purchase orders on Open appointments at any
time prior to the day that the appointment is scheduled for delivery. Vendors and Car-
riers should contact Help Assist for help with adding or removing purchase orders on the
appointment due date.

l Help Assist operators can add and / or remove POs from an existing appointment that has a status of
Open, On Complex or Gated In. When POs are removed from an appointment they can be added to an
existing or new appointment.
If the Site Setting Disallow Drop Load on Truck Load (T) Managed Type is checked, and you attempt to
modify an appointment by adding a Purchase Order designated as a Managed Type Truck Load (T), a mes-
sage similar to the following will be displayed:

If you For more information, see the configuration option Disallow Drop Load on Truck Load (T) Man-
aged Type at Site Settings / General.

l Enter one or more comma separated PO numbers, BOL numbers or PRO numbers and then click Add
POs. Note that the search functionality will check all associated ASN BOL / ASN PRO / BOL / PRO values
for all purchase orders and return matching values. If the matching entries are already scheduled then
you will be notified, if not you can add any matching PO plus ASN BOL, ASN PRO#, BOL, or PRO# to the
appointment.
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l Admin users can reuse PO numbers that are already associated with a scheduled appointment if the Site
Settings /Appointments/ Reuse Purchase Orders option is enabled for the Site. For more information see
Reuse Purchase Orders under Appointment Settings.

l If required, click Create New PO to generate a new purchase order and enter the associated PO # into
the Purchase Orders field.

l After you have added one or more purchase orders, select Find a Slot to choose a time slot or select
Add to Schedule to drag the appointment to the desired location on the schedule.

l To update an appointment to reflect the addition of one or more purchase orders, click Schedule It at
the top of the page.

l Change options for existing purchase order by modifying the following fields as appropriate, note that if
any of these options are changed then the appointment must be added back to the schedule via Find a
Slot or Add to Schedule:

l Point of Origin (if enabled in Site Settings / Appointments) - Enter City and State or Zip code
l Inbound Pallet Count (if enabled in Site Settings / Appointments) - Use the spinner to increment

or decrement the pallet count or manually enter a new pallet count. Valid values are from 0 -
9999 (Null = 0).

l Inbound Cases / Pieces (if enabled in Site Settings / Appointments) - Use the spinner to increment
or decrement Cases / Pieces or manually enter a new value. Valid values are from 0 - 999999
(Null = 0).

l Pickup Date (if enabled in Site Settings / Appointments) - Click the calendar icon to select a new
pickup date.

l BOL (if enabled in Site Settings / Appointments) - Enter a Bill of Lading number.
l PRO Number (if enabled in Site Settings / Appointments) - Enter a PRO number.

When a user changes PO options from the Modify Appointment form, the fol-
lowing information is captured and stored with the PO History:

1. Changes to the following (assuming that the associated Site Setting options
are enabled):

l PO Inbound Pallet Count

l Inbound Cases / Pieces

l Pickup Date

l User that made change(s)

2. When a PO is scheduled on an appointment:

l Appointment #

l Date and time appointment was created

l Door #

l Date and time appointment is scheduled for delivery

l User that made change(s)
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3. When PO is added or removed from an appointment:

l Appointment #

l Date and time the change was made

l User that made change(s)

4. When POs are changed from one appointment to another appointment:

l Original appointment #

l New appointment #

l Date and time the change was made

l User that made change(s)

5. When the appointment for a PO is canceled:

l Appointment #

l Date and time the canceled appointment was scheduled

l Date and time the appointment was canceled

l User that canceled the appointment

l Click Save PO Changes to update the PO scheduled in the appointment.
l Find a Slot - Select the Find a Slot option to select an available time slot from a reservation or door group.
l Add to Schedule - Select the Add to Schedule option to drag and drop the appointment onto the sched-

ule display.

Purchase Orders Table
The following information is provided about the Purchase Orders associated with the Appointment.

l PO# - Purchase Order number
l Vendor - Name of Vendor
l Vendor# - The vendor number identifier
l Due Date - Corresponds to the earliest due date of any purchase order(s) associated with an appoint-

ment.
l ASN BOL (if enabled in Site Settings)
l ASN PRO Number (if enabled in Site Settings)
l BOL (if enabled in Site Settings)
l PRO Number (if enabled in Site Settings)
l Warehouse -
l Type - Load Type
l Inbound Pallet Count - The number of pallets used for the purchase order.
l Inbound Cases / Pieces - The number of cases used for the purchase order.
l Inb Pal - Inbound Pallets
l Unload Charge - Cost or charge to unload.
l Backhaul - Designate whether the PO is a backhaul delivery.
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l Comments - Comments
l Reservation - Designates associated Site reservation
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Scheduling Ticket Email Confirmation and Contact Information
This section contains contact information for carriers or vendors that have opened a scheduling ticket for the
appointment and also provides the option to allow the specified contact to approve or decline the appointment
if it is modified before it is booked (approved). If the Appointment Approvals configuration option on the Site
Settings / Help Assist page is set to New appointments need to be approved by Help Assist, all appointments
requested by carriers or vendors must first be approved through an associated Help Assist scheduling ticket. This
section specifies the contact information for the carrier or vendor and also determines if booked (approved)
appointment requests that have been modified are subject to subsequent approval by the carrier or vendor ori-
ginally requesting the appointment. If the Allow the contact to approve/decline booked appointment option is
unchecked, then the appointment is booked without subsequent authorization by the carrier or vendor regard-
less of any modifications made. Contact information should include the carrier / vendor email address and
(optionally), phone number.

If the Allow the contact to approve/decline booked appointment option is checked and
a Help Assist Scheduling ticket is modified before it is booked (approved), an e-mail with
the updated appointment information is sent to the contact email address with a link to
the modified appointment. The carrier or vendor that receives the email can then open
the appointment by clicking the provided link and may choose to either Close Ticket,
Approve Appointment, Modify Appointment Request, or Decline appointment:

If the carrier or vendor chooses to Close Ticket or Decline Appointment, the Scheduling
ticket is closed and the appointment is not scheduled. If the carrier or vendor chooses to
Approve Appointment, the Scheduling ticket is closed and the appointment is scheduled
using the modified appointment parameters. If the carrier or vendor chooses to Modify
Appointment Request, the Scheduling ticket is sent back to the Help Assist ticket queue
to await approval again.

Appointment Information
This section contains the following fields:

l Carrier ETA - Carrier ETA can be modified by a Help Assist operator by clicking the calendar icon, select-
ing a date and time and clicking Set. Carrier ETA is an optional field that can be enabled from the Site Set-
tings / Appointments page.

l Carrier of Record - The main Carrier this appointment was created for.
l Delivery Carrier - The Carrier that actually shows up at the appointment. This field can be updated by a

Help Assist operator.
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l Trailer Number - Trailer number associated with the delivery, can be updated by a Help Assist operator.
l Load Weight - Use the spinner to increment or decrement the load weight or manually enter a value

into the Load Weight field. This option must be activated on the Site Settings / Appointments page. Max-
imum value is 99999.

l Comments - This field can be updated by a Help Assist operator.
l Notification List - semi-colon delimited list of e-mail addresses, can be updated by a Help Assist operator.
l Drop Load - If enabled, driver can leave trailer without unloading, can be updated by a Help Assist oper-

ator.
l Intermodal - Indicates the use of two modes of freight, such as truck and rail, to transport goods from

shipper to consignee, can be updated by a Help Assist operator. This option must be activated on the Site
Settings / Appointments page.

l Unloader - Specify one of either Capstone, Partner or Driver (if Drop Load is not enabled), can be
updated by a Help Assist operator.

Click Save to update the appointment with any changes that were made in the Appointment Information sec-
tion.

Timestamps
This section lists appointment time stamp values.
Possible status values include:

l On Complex - When the truck is physically on the site.
l Gate In - When the truck passes through the gate
l Unload Start - When the unloaders start taking pallets off the truck
l Unload End - When the unloaders finish taking pallets off the truck
l Gate Out - When the truck leaves through the gate
l Off Complex - When the truck has physically left the site.

Activity
This section contains exceptions and Activities applied to the appointment in descending order of occurrence.

l Only users with appropriate permissions can see appointment Activities.
l When a Activity is generated with a comment, the date and time the comment was entered is displayed.
l When viewing appointment details, appointment Activity is displayed by default.
l For more information about Appointment Activities, see Appointment Activities, Actions, Reason Codes

and Notifications.
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History
This section lists all changes made to an appointment in descending order of occurrence, including:

l Who created the appointment
l Date and Time the appointment was created
l Any changes to the appointment including Appointment Activities.
l When viewing appointment details, appointment History is accessible by selecting the History tab.

Help Assist Tickets
This section lists all Help Assist scheduling tickets associated with this appointment in descending order of occur-
rence.

l Only users with appropriate permissions can see appointment scheduling tickets.
l When the status of a scheduling ticket associated with an appointment changes, the scheduling ticket

number, status, and the date and time the scheduling ticket status was changed is displayed.
l Listed scheduling tickets include a link to View the ticket, clicking this link will open the associated

scheduling ticket. For more information about Help Assist Scheduling Tickets see Manage Open Tickets.
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Appointment Activities, Actions, Reason
Codes andNotifications

Activities
Managed Receiving provides a configurable list of Activities to track the status of all Appointment activities as
defined on the Site Settings Activities page. By default, the following Activities are available:

All Activities must be paired with Actions, which serve as the core descriptors for all Activities.

When you create an appointment, the Scheduled Activity is automatically associated with
the appointment.

When an Appointment Activity occurs, it is displayed on the Appointment page Header as the Last Appointment
Activity, under Appointment History, and under Appointment Activity:

l Header
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l History

l Activity

The appointment Activity tab retains a history of all appointment activities.

After an appointment is created and scheduled, you can apply other Actions to the Appointment by clicking the
Appointment Actions button and then selecting an Appointment Action from the drop-down that is displayed.
Appointment Actions which correlate to Activities defined in Site Settings, Activity include Mark On Complex,
Modify Appointment, Cancel Appointment, and Appointment Exception (Appointment Exception is only avail-
able when a custom Activity associated with the Exception Associated Action has been created):

Actions
Actions are core descriptors associated with changes in appointment status. There are 5 Actions available when
creating Activities from the Site Settings, Activities page:

1. Schedule - Occurs when an appointment is scheduled.
2. Modify - Denotes a change in an appointment.
3. On Complex - Denotes that an appointment has been delivered.
4. Exception - Denotes an appointment anomaly.
5. Cancel - Occurs when an appointment is canceled.
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Of the 5 Actions listed above, the Exception action is not associated with any of the
default activities.

Actions comprise the foundation of all Activities created on the Site Settings, Activities page. If you create a new
Activity by clicking the Add Activity button, you provide a value for Activity Title, you choose one of 5 available
Associated Actions and you enter a value for one or more Reason Codes. You may also elect to enable the
Email option for each Reason Code and you can choose to Require Comments with Activity. Actions comprise
the foundation of Activities because there are only 5 possible Actions to choose from when creating a poten-
tially unlimited number of Activities.
When you create a new Activity, the following form is displayed and while you can provide your own values for
Activity Title and Reason Codes, you must select one of 5 available Actions described above for Associated
Action.

Reason Codes
Reason codes provide an additional level of granularity for Activities both in terms of how an Activity is defined
and also in terms of whether or not to send an email notification when a particular Activity occurs. Reason codes
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provide additional information regarding why a particular action was taken. For example, by using Reason codes,
one could define a Rescheduled Activity that is associated with the Modify Action and then add two Reason
codes, one defined as Scheduling Error and another defined as Weather Delay for which an e-mail notification
would be sent. In this scenario it would probably make sense to enable the option to Require Comments with
Activity so that email notifications would indicate that the appointment was rescheduled due to a weather
delay.

If you were to add the new Activity described above, the list of Activities displayed in Site Settings, Activities
would display a new Rescheduled activity with the Reason Codes Scheduling Error and Weather Delay:
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After adding a Rescheduled activity as described, when an Admin selected the Modify Appointment option
from Appointment Actions:

The resulting Appointment (Exception) dialog box would include the option to select the Rescheduled button:
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This would display the Rescheduled dialog box and allow you to select a corresponding reason code.

Of course this is just one simple scenario, you can create additional Appointment (Modify) Activities as needed
with one to many Reason Codes for each Activity.

Notifications
Because timely communication is a high priority for effectively managing freight delivery operations, Managed
Receiving provides multiple avenues for ensuring that appropriate stakeholders are notified when an Appoint-
ment Activity with an email enabled Reason Code occurs. Whenever an Activity is applied to an Appointment
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and the Reason Code for the Activity has the Email option enabled, email notifications are sent individually to eli-
gible recipients with the Subject: line: 'Update to Appointment <ConfirmationNumber>' and an email body indic-
ating that 'There has been an update to Appointment <ConfirmationNumber>. The reason for this change is
<Reason Code>.

<ConfirmationNumber> and <Reason Code> are placeholders for the appointment con-
firmation number and the reason code associated with the Activity.

Additionally, the email notification will provide a link to a web page containing detailed appointment inform-
ation. Eligible email notification recipients are specified in the following locations:

1. Appointment Notification List
Email notifications can be configured for individual appointments by populating the Notification List dis-
played on the appointment page. Enter one or more valid SMTP email addresses separated by semi-
colons.

2. Appointment Vendor Contact Emails
Configure email notifications for the Appointment Vendor by selecting Vendors, select the Vendor on
the appointment and then populate the Contact Emails option displayed on the Vendor page. Enter one
or more valid SMTP email addresses separated by semi-colons.

The Vendor contact email address(es) that you enter here are only relevant to
those appointments that are associated with this particular vendor. Appointment
e-mail notifications are only sent to the Appointment Vendor when the Vendor
has been configured with Contact Emails as described.

3. Appointment Carrier of Record Contact Emails
Configure email notifications for the Appointment Carrier of Record by selecting Global Links, Carriers,
select the Carrier on the appointment and then populate the Contact Emails option displayed on the Car-
rier page. Enter one or more valid SMTP email addresses separated by semi-colons.
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The Carrier of Record contact email address(es) that you enter here are only rel-
evant to those appointments that are associated with this particular Carrier.
Appointment e-mail notifications are only sent to the Appointment Carrier when
the Carrier has been configured with Contact Emails as described.

4. Appointment Site Support Email
Configure email notifications for the Appointment Site support email by selecting Site Settings, General
and then populate the Support Email option with a valid SMTP email address.
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Appointment Approval andConfirmation
If a Carrier or Vendor requests appointment at a Site that requires appointment approval and confirmation, a
Help Assist scheduling ticket is generated for:

l Each appointment request made with the Create Appointment wizard and
l For any appointment scheduling modifications aside from appointment cancellations at a Site that allows

Vendors and Carriers to make appointment cancellations.
When Site Settings / Help Assist is configured to require appointment approvals, the appointment is scheduled
after the associated scheduling ticket is approved by a Help Assist operator and then confirmed by the driver.
This section provides an overview of the Help Assist Scheduling ticket approval and confirmation process.

1. The Request Appointment process is integrated into the Create Appointment wizard. After a Carrier or
Vendor specifies the required appointment parameters, they are prompted to provide a valid contact
email address and optional phone number and click Request Appointment using a form similar to the fol-
lowing:
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2. When a Carrier or Vendor clicks Request Appointment, a Help Assist Scheduling Ticket is created for
review by a Help Assist operator and the status of the ticket is set to Awaiting Approval:

3. Help Assist operators can view new Help Assist Appointment tickets by clicking the Unassigned tab of the
Help Assist page. will then either Approve, Decline, or Modify the appointment request from the schedul-
ing ticket. If the Help Assist operator declines the appointment, the Carrier or Vendor is notified via
email. If the appointment is approved or modified, the Carrier or Vendor is notified with a confirmation
email similar to the following:

4. When a Carrier or Vendor selects Click here to view more details, the Scheduling ticket is opened and
the driver can choose to Approve Appointment, Modify Appointment Request, Decline Appointment
or Close Ticket. In the scheduling ticket displayed below, a Help Assist operator modified the original
appointment request and approved an appointment at the requested time (6:00 AM) at a different door
(Door 4) instead of Door 1.
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5. If a Carrier or Vendor clicks Approve Appointment, the appointment is scheduled at the specified time
and location and the scheduling ticket is closed. Using the example above, this would schedule an
appointment for the requested time (6:00 AM) but at Door 01 instead of Door 04. If the Carrier or
Vendor clicks Modify Appointment Request and changes the appointment parameters, the Scheduling
ticket is sent back to Help Assist for approval and the Carrier or Vendor is subsequently notified of any
changes to their appointment request. If the Carrier or Vendor clicks Decline Appointment or Close
Ticket, the appointment is canceled and the Scheduling ticket is closed.
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PurchaseOrders
Purchase Orders are requests for work that include information about the work required, such as pallet or case
counts. Managed Receiving imports purchase orders via the partner data feed.

Navigation
l Select Purchase Orders from the main menu to display a list of purchase orders associated with a site.
l Select a purchase order number (PO#) from the list of purchase orders to display details about that pur-

chase order.
l Select a vendor name (Vendor) associated with a purchase order to display details about the associated

vendor.

Purchase Order List

Features:

l Search Bar Located at the top of the list of purchase orders. Locate one or more purchase orders by
entering appropriate search criteria into any of the available fields. Search fields include PO#, Due Date,
Entry Date, Vendor, Vendor #, Inbound Cases / Pieces and Appointment.

Tabs:

l Scheduled - Has appointment
l Unscheduled - Does not have appointment
l Late - Purchase Order is associated with an Appointment that has a status of 'Open' and a StartTime

value at least 30 minutes old.
l Past Due - Truck has not arrived and appointment / buffer period is past

Columns

When you close your browser or browser tab and reopen this page, you will retain the
column and header filter that you set in your previous browser session. This is true even
if you log in to the Managed Receiving application from a different location on the same
device. Column and header filter settings are user specific.

When you click the Clear All option displayed on the far right of the row of column head-
ings, you reset any data specific filter settings but retain the currently displayed column
headings.

Your browser session remembers the columns that you choose to display. The following columns are displayed
by default:
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l Purchase Order Number - A unique value that identifies the PO from other POs
l Due Date - When the order is due for delivery
l Entry Date - When the purchase order was entered into the Managed Receiving application. The value

for this field can be set when creating purchase orders if the Site Settings / Appointments Entry Date
option is enabled (checked)

l Vendor - The name of the vendor that generated the purchase order
l Vendor # - The vendor number associated with the vendor that generated the purchase order
l Inbound Cases / Pieces - The quantity of cases or pieces for the purchase order. Whether or not there

are values for this field depend on whether or not the Site Settings / Appointments PO Pallet and Case
Capture configuration option was enabled when the purchase order was created.

l Appointment - The Appointment Number associated with the purchase order
l Consignee Code - The consignee code associated with the purchase order

Hidden columns

The following columns are hidden by default:

To display hidden columns, click the plus icon () at the top right of the Purchase Orders
list, select additional columns from the Manage Columns dialog box and click Save
Changes.

l Buyer - Party that is purchasing the goods being delivered in the purchase order
l Managed Type - Indicates one of T = OTR (over the road truck); L = Logistics or Consignment truck; B =

Backhaul (client’s own carrier line)
l Inbound Pallet Count - Number of pallets used to deliver the purchase order. Whether or not there are

values for this field depend on whether or not the Site Settings / Appointments PO Pallet and Case Cap-
ture configuration option was enabled when the purchase order was created.

l Load Weight - Gross or total weight of cargo, includes the weight of the cargo plus the weight of any con-
tainers or pallets used during shipping

l Cube - Measurement of freight volume
l Product Code - Product code associated with purchase order
l Comments - Comments associated with a purchase order
l Carrier Move - a unique, typically alphanumeric value associated with a specific appointment number

and carrier name. Partners assign Carrier Move values to purchase order(s) to add them to the appoint-
ment being delivered by the carrier identified by the Carrier Move. Purchase order Carrier Move values
are allowed if the Carrier move allowed configuration parameter is enabled in Site Settings / General.

l Point of Origin - Location that the shipment originated from
l Created Date - Date that the purchase order was created
l Pickup Date - Purchase order pickup date
l BOL - Bill of lading number.
l PRO Number - 'Progressive +' tracking number
l ASN BOL - Advance ship notice bill of lading number
l ASN PRO Number - Advance ship notice 'Progressive +' tracking number
l PIM Tag - Product Integrity Monitor tag, helps verify freight was not tampered with in transit
l Refrig Unit Off - Need to research
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l Appt Load Weight -Gross or total weight of cargo scheduled for delivery by appointment, includes the
weight of the cargo plus the weight of any containers or pallets used during shipping.

l Appt Load Type - Load type specified on appointment
l Appt Status - Status of appointment associated with purchase order
l Appt Date - Scheduled delivery date specified on appointment.
l Appt Time - Scheduled delivery time specified on appointment.
l Appt On Complex Time - Time that appointment was marked OnComplex
l Appt Gate In Time - Time that driver for appointment checked in with gate to enter site
l Appt Gate Out Time- Time that driver for appointment checked out with gate to leave site
l Appt Off Complex Time - Time that driver for appointment leaves site.
l Appt Carrier - Carrier designated on appointment
l Appt Delivery Carrier - Delivery carrier designated on appointment
l Appt Same Day - Indicates whether appointment was delivered the same day that it was scheduled
l Appt Door - Warehouse door specified on appointment
l Appt Door Group - Warehouse door group specified on appointment
l Appt Dock - Warehouse dock specified on appointment
l Appt Unload Notification - Time on appointment that driver was notified that they could unload
l Appt Unload Start - Time on appointment that delivery began unloading.
l Appt Unload End - Time on appointment that delivery was finished unloading.
l Appt Main PO# - Main PO# specified on appointment
l Appt Trailer # - Trailer number specified on appointment
l Appt Driver - Name of driver specified on appointment
l Appt Unload Service Used - Yes / No value on appointment indicating whether warehouse personnel

unloaded delivery
l Appt Intermodal - Intermodal designation on appointment, intermodal freight is containerized so it can

accommodate multiple modes of transportation without having to actually handle the freight itself.
l Appt Vendor Reservation - Vendor reservation designation on appointment
l Appt Carrier Reservation - Carrier reservation designation on appointment
l Appt Carrier ETA - Carrier ETA designation on appointment

Purchase Order Details Page
Click a purchase order number to open the purchase order details page. This page is comprised of four sections,
PO #, Order Info, Order Details and History:

PO #

This section includes the following fields:
l Purchase Order Number - Number that identifies the purchase order
l Vendor - Vendor associated with the purchase order
l Buyer - Buyer associated with the purchase order
l Site - Site that the purchase order is scheduled for delivery
l Doors - Door(s) at the site where the purchase order will be unloaded
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l Managed Type - One of T = OTR (over the road truck); C = Consignment or Logistics truck; B = Backhaul
(client’s own carrier line).

l Appointment - Appointment associated with the purchase order
l Appointment Time - Time that the appointment is scheduled
l Intermodal - Indicates that the purchase order is being delivered in a container that can make use of two

modes of freight, such as truck and rail, to transport goods from shipper to consignee

Order Info

This section provides detailed information about the purchase order including:
l Due Date - Specifies the date that the purchase order is supposed to be delivered by
l Pickup Date (if enabled in Site Settings / Appointments)
l ASN BOL (if enabled in Site Settings / Appointments)
l ASN PRO Number (if enabled in Site Settings / Appointments)
l BOL (if enabled in Site Settings / Appointments)
l PRO Number (if enabled in Site Settings / Appointments)
l Pallet Count - The number of pallets used for the purchase order. Whether or not there are values for

this field depend on whether or not the Site Settings /Appointments PO Pallet and Case Capture con-
figuration option was enabled when the purchase order was created.

l Est. Rec. Count
l Case Count - The quantity of cases or pieces for the purchase order. Whether or not there are values for

this field depend on whether or not the Site Settings / Appointments PO Pallet and Case Capture con-
figuration option was enabled when the purchase order was created.

l PIM Tag - Product Information tag
l Load Weight - Weight of the purchase order.
l Cube - A measure of the purchase order's volume, used to calculate size of a shipment
l Product Code - Product code associated with purchase order content.
l Comments - comments
l Carrier Move - a unique, typically alphanumeric value associated with a specific appointment number

and carrier name. Partners assign Carrier Move values to purchase order(s) to add them to the appoint-
ment being delivered by the carrier identified by the Carrier Move. Purchase order Carrier Move values
are allowed if the Carrier move allowed configuration parameter is enabled in Site Settings / General.

l Point of Origin - Specifies where the purchase order was originally picked up for delivery
l Refrig Unit Off - Specifies whether the truck that is delivering the purchase order provides refrigeration

capabilities.
l Consignee Code - String value that specifies the consignee associated with the purchase order.

Order Details

This section contains several Order Details displayed in tabular form with the following columns.
l Product ID - Specifies any product ID associated with a purchase order.
l Product Description - Describes the product being shipped with the purchase order.
l Size -
l Pack- Method used to prepare a purchase order for shipping
l Rack - Designates whether rack equipment is used when transporting a purchase order
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l Case Count - The quantity of cases or pieces for the purchase order. Whether or not there are values for
this field depend on whether or not the Site Settings / Appointments PO Pallet and Case Capture con-
figuration option was enabled when the purchase order was created.

l Pallet Tier - Refers to layers of freight stacked on a pallet.
l Pallet Height - Height of a pallet containing all or part of a purchase order.
l Consignee Code - String value that specifies the consignee associated with the purchase order

History
This section provides a chronological history of the purchase order properties and status (such as Created
Date/Time, PalletCount, PointOfOrigin, BOLNumber, PickupDate) and associated appointment properties and
status (such as AppointmentID, Appointment.StartTime and Appointment.Doors)
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Vendors
Vendors are the suppliers associated with a site. Vendors may be assigned recurring door reservations for spe-
cific door(s) at a particular time. There is no relationship between vendors across different sites. Vendor per-
formance reporting is available in the Insight Portal.

Navigation
l Select Vendors from the main menu to display a list of vendors associated with a site.
l Select a vendor name from the list of vendors to display details about that vendor.

Vendor List

Features:

l Search Bar Located in top, right corner. Find a vendor by entering all or part of a vendor name or vendor
number.

Tabs:

l Active - Shows vendors that are active
l Inactive - Shows vendors that are inactive

Columns:

When you close your browser or browser tab and reopen this page, you will retain the
column and header filter that you set in your previous browser session. This is true even
if you log in to the Managed Receiving application from a different location on the same
device. Column and header filter settings are user specific.

When you click the Clear All option displayed on the far right of the row of column head-
ings, you reset any data specific filter settings but retain the currently displayed column
headings.

Your browser session remembers the columns that you choose to display. The following columns are displayed
by default:

l Name - Vendor name
l Number - Vendor number can be alphanumeric.
l Avg Unload Time - Average amount of time this vendor requires to unload
l Door Count - Number of doors assigned to the vendor
l Reservation Count - Number of Reservations made on behalf of the vendor
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Hidden Columns:
The following columns are hidden by default:

To display hidden columns, click the plus icon () at the top right of the Vendors list, select
additional columns from the Manage Columns dialog box and click Save Changes.

l Vendor Number
l Equipment Group - Specify the equipment group to associate with this vendor. This is an optional field.
l Default Timed Duration - Specify default delivery unload time for vendor
l Max Load Count - Maximum load count that this vendor can deliver
l Max Unload Time - Maximum unload time for this vendor.
l Incentive Loads - Designate whether this vendor can make use of incentive loads
l Requires PIM Tags - Specify if this vendor requires PIM tags
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Vendor Details Page
Click a vendor name to open the vendor details page.

This page is comprised of three sections, Settings, Reservations and History:
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Settings
This section contains the following fields:

l Name - Read Only - The identifying name for the vendor
l Vendor Number / Code - Read Only - Identifying number that comes from the partner. Display one or

the other, depending on which exists.
l Owner Code - Read Only - Identifying number for the selected site
l Contact Emails - Contains a list of comma separated e-mail addresses associated with the vendor. When a

vendor is associated with an appointment, the designated contacts will receive email notifications of any
appointment activities for which the email option is enabled.

l Door Group Override - Optionally specify a preferred door group where appointments should be sched-
uled for delivery. Managed Receiving will prioritize the specified door group when scheduling appoint-
ments for delivery, even when one or more purchase order details designate a rack for a different door
group. Administrators can modify the designated door group override selection by manually adding the
appointment to the schedule.

The Door Group Override option has no effect when the Load Type option in Site
Settings / Appointments is enabled.

When a door group override is modified or deleted, existing appointments are
not affected. When a door group override is deleted, new appointments are
scheduled using established logic which selects door groups by matching item loc-
ations on purchase orders to the corresponding door group.
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l Equipment Group - Select - This field determines if this vendor requires a specific piece of equipment
when unloading. Reservation scheduling will restrict appointments to doors where the specified equip-
ment is available. Note that this is not a required field for Vendors.

l Incentive Loads - Check box - Checked for vendors with a time incentive.
l Requires PIM Tags - Check box - A device that is attached to a pallet to measure temperature and ori-

entation.
l Offer Slots if no Reservations - Allows slots to be scheduled for a vendor even when the vendor has not

made a reservation.
l Default Timed Durations (Hours) - Maximum time allocated for all appointments for a Vendor. Decimal

values are validated the closest quarter hour increment. Used only in conjunction with incentive loads,
disabled otherwise.

l Max Load Count - Maximum number of appointments that can be scheduled in one day (including
appointments that start the previous day). Default value is 3. Validation does not apply on Game Day.

l Max Unload Time - Number - In Minutes
l Average Unload Time - Number - In Minutes. This value is an historical average of unload times over the

number of weeks specified for the History Calculated configuration parameter in Site Settings / Appoint-
ments. Unload time is measured as the difference between when an appointment is Gated In and when
it is Gated Out. When an appointment status changes to Gated Out, the Average Unload Time for each
vendor with a PO on the appointment is recalculated.

l Door Count - Specifies the maximum number of doors a vendor can use for an appointment

Reservations

l Click Add New to create a new Vendor reservation. This opens the Add Reservation page that is also
accessible from Site Settings / Reservations page. This section lists the reservations associated with the
Vendor.

History
Provides a chronological record of all changes made to a vendor's settings, starting with the Vendor creation
date and time.
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Carriers
Carriers are trucking companies that deliver goods for vendors. There is no relationship between carriers across
different sites. In the Managed Receiving application, the carrier role grants users permissions to view / cancel
appointments and view purchase orders for their company.

Navigation
l Select Carriers from the Site main menu or the Global Links main menu to display a list of carriers at the

Site or Global level.
l Select a carrier name from the list of carriers to display details about that carrier.

Carrier List

Features

l Search Bar Located in top, right corner. Find a carrier by entering all or part of a carrier name or the
vendor number associated with a carrier.

Tabs

l Active - Lists carriers that are active
l Inactive - Lists carriers that are inactive

Columns

When you close your browser or browser tab and reopen this page, you will retain the
column and header filter that you set in your previous browser session. This is true even
if you log in to the Managed Receiving application from a different location on the same
device. Column and header filter settings are user specific.

When you click the Clear All option displayed on the far right of the row of column head-
ings, you reset any data specific filter settings but retain the currently displayed column
headings.

Your browser session remembers the columns that you choose to display. The following columns are displayed
by default:

l Carrier (Name)
l Carrier Type
l Partner Number (only available at the Site level)
l Key

Hidden Columns:
The following columns are hidden by default:
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To display hidden columns, click the plus icon () at the top right of the Carriers list, select
additional columns from the Manage Columns dialog box and click Save Changes.

l Created Date
l Modified Date

Carrier Details Page (Global)
Click a carrier name to open the carrier details page. This page includes the following fields:

l Name - Carrier Name
l Contact Emails - Contains a list of comma separated e-mail addresses associated with the carrier at the

global level. The specified email addresses receive email notifications. Note that these recipients do not
override notification recipients set at the Site level, these are additive.

l Type - Specify one of the following:
l BKHL - Backhaul carrier
l Contract - Contract carrier
l LTL - LTL carrier
l Parcel - Parcel carrier
l Vendor - Vendor carrier

l Key - Specify the global key associated with the carrier
l Active (checkbox) - check for Active carriers, uncheck for inactive carriers
l Notes - Enter relevant notes

Carrier Details Page (Site)
Click a carrier name to open the carrier details page. This page is comprised of two sections, Partner number
and Sites.

Partner number
This is a unique ID assigned to a partner by a carrier. This value can only be modified by Site Administrators.

Sites
This section lists the sites associated with a carrier and includes the following fields for each site in the list:

l Site - Site name
l LTL - Acronym for “Less Than Truck Load”. If enabled the carrier is not constrained by due dates for the

site.
l Drop - Enabled if the carrier is allow to make drop shipments at the site. Drop shipments can be left

without being unloaded.
l Backhaul - Indicates whether a carrier transports freight on their return trip.
l Exclusion - Indicates if a carrier is allowed to schedule an appointment for the site. When this field is

checked the other fields for the site are unchecked and disabled.
l Contact e-mails - Contains a list of comma separated e-mail addresses associated with the carrier. The

specified email addresses receive email notifications. Note that these recipients do not override noti-
fication recipients set at the global level, these are additive.
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AddCarrier
Use this page to add a new Carrier by associating an existing carrier with a partner number. This page contains
the following fields:
Search for Carrier - Enter all or part of a existing carrier name to search for.
Partner number - Enter a partner number
After you have selected a carrier and entered a partner number click Save to add a new carrier.
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Help Assist
Help Assist is a ticket management system for Help Assist operators to provide support to users. The primary
function of Help Assist is to provide assistance with scheduling appointments through Scheduling tickets. Help
Assist operators can also manage General tickets for non-scheduling related issues. Configure Site Help Assist
options at Site Settings / Help Assist.
A Help Assist operator can:

l Update an appointment associated with a ticket
l Send a response to or call the originator of the ticket.

When Carriers or Vendors request appointments at a Site that requires appoint-
ment approval and confirmation, all appointments must be approved by a Help
Assist operator through a scheduling ticket. For more information about how the
Scheduling ticket approval and confirmation process works, see Appointment
Approval and Confirmation.

l Change the status of a ticket to one of:
o Open - The scheduling ticket is open but currently not assigned to a Help Desk operator, Carrier

or Vendor.
o In Progress - An open scheduling ticket has been assigned to a Help Desk operator.
o Awaiting Reply - A scheduling ticket has been Approved or Modified by a Help Desk operator and

is waiting on confirmation from a Carrier or Vendor.
o Closed - A scheduling ticket is closed when the associated appointment
o Expired- A scheduling ticket is expired when the ticket has not been approved or declined by

12:01 AM of the day that the associated appointment is scheduled for delivery. An expired
scheduling ticket is also implicitly considered to have a status of Closed, though it is marked as
Expired.

When a scheduling ticket expires an email notification is sent to the ori-
ginator of the ticket to let them know that the request has expired and the
appointment was canceled.

l Open new tickets
l Reopen a previously closed General ticket.

Only General tickets can be re-opened. For more information see To Reopen a
General Ticket.

l Add comments to an existing ticket.
l Take ownership of a ticket or unassign a ticket that is already assigned to them.
l Close a ticket
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Members of the Global Admin, Partner Admin and Help Desk roles are granted Help Ass-
ist operator permissions by default.

A user that is not a Help Assist operator can:
l Create a Scheduling ticket from the Create Appointment Wizard or a General ticket from any page in

Managed Receiving.
l Add comments to any open ticket assigned to the user.
l Close open tickets assigned to the user.
l Reopen previously closed General tickets.

Tabs
The Help Assist page has four tabs when viewed by a Help Assist operator: Your Tickets, All Open Tickets, Unas-
signed Tickets and Closed Tickets. When the Help Assist page is viewed by users that are not Help Assist Oper-
ators the following tabs are displayed: Your Open Tickets and Your Closed Tickets.

Columns
The Help Assist tickets page is used to view, find, open, and add new Help Assist tickets.

When you close your browser or browser tab and reopen this page, you will retain the
column and header filter that you set in your previous browser session. This is true even
if you log in to the Managed Receiving application from a different location on the same
device. Column and header filter settings are user specific.

When you click the Clear All option displayed on the far right of the row of column head-
ings, you reset any data specific filter settings but retain the currently displayed column
headings.

Your browser session remembers the columns that you choose to display. The following columns are displayed
by default:

l User icon - Displays an icon with the initials of the user that the ticket is currently assigned to.
l Ticket type icon - Displays an icon which indicates the ticket type (General or Scheduling).
l Ticket # - Combines two values into one column:

l Ticket number - Displays the ticket number
l Ticket Status - Displays the ticket status as one of Open, In Progress, Awaiting Reply, or Closed.

l Last Change - Combines two values into one column:
l Time since ticket was last changed - Displays the time elapsed since the ticket was last changed.

Measured in minutes (m), Hours (h) or Days (d).
l Summary of last action taken - Displays the last action taken, the user that performed the last

action and the first several characters of any comment added by that user.
l Reporter - Displays the user that last took any action on the ticket.
l Email contact - Displays the email contact associated with the ticket.
l Ticket Creation - Displays the date and time that the ticket was originally created.
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l Organization - Displays the Carrier of Record associated with the user that created the ticket (if any).
l Org. ID - Displays the Organization ID associated with the user that created the ticket (if any).
l Requested Date - Displays the Ideal Appointment Date associated with the ticket (if any).
l Primary PO# - Displays the primary purchase order number associated with the ticket (if any).

List
The Help Assist page is used to view, search and add Help Assist tickets. The following columns are displayed:

l User icon - Sort the list based upon the user name or filter based upon selected user name(s).
l Ticket type icon - Sort the list on ticket type or filter based upon the selected ticket type.
l Last Change - Sort the list based upon time since last changed or return tickets that have changed in the

specified date interval.
l Reporter - Sort the list in alphabetical order or return tickets with a matching value for reporter.
l Email contact - Sort the list in alphabetical order or return tickets with a matching value for email con-

tact.
l Ticket Creation - Sort the list based upon the on ticket creation value or return tickets created within the

specified range.
l Organization - Sort the list based upon organization or return tickets with a matching value for organ-

ization.
l Org. ID - Sort on organization ID or return tickets with a matching value for organization ID.
l Requested Date - Sort on requested date or return tickets with a matching value for Ideal Appointment

Date.
l Primary PO# - Sort on primary PO# or return tickets with a matching value for primary PO#.

To Add a General Ticket
l Click Add Ticket.
l Enter Email Address.
l Enter question.
l Click Submit Question.

To Close a Ticket
l Select the ticket from the list to open it.
l Click Close Ticket

To Reopen a General Ticket
General tickets can be reopened. Follow these steps to reopen a closed General ticket:
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l Select the Closed Tickets tab on the Help Assist tickets page.
l Enter the closed ticket number into the Ticket # filter

l Click the closed ticket to view ticket details.
l Click Reopen Ticket, enter a reason for reopening the ticket when prompted and click Reopen Ticket

again.
The reopened ticket will appear on the Help Assist ticket page under All Open Tickets or Unassigned Tickets
until a Help Assist operator takes ownership of the ticket. When a Help Assist operator takes ownership of the
ticket it will appear on the help Assist ticket page under All Open Tickets or Your Tickets.
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Using Help Assist
The primary focus of Help Assist is to provide users with a path to quickly resolve scheduling related issues. Help
Assist enhances appointment scheduling functionality by integrating the use of Scheduling tickets into the
Appointment Scheduling process. Help Assist also provide users the ability to open 'General' tickets for non-
scheduling related issues. Help Assist includes the following features:

l Ability to open a Scheduling tickets at any point in the Create Appointment wizard. To open a Scheduling
ticket click the ? Help link from the Create Appointments Wizard and then click 'I need help with the cur-
rent appointment'.

l Ability to provide an 'Ideal Appointment Date' and 'Ideal Start Time' when opening new Scheduling tick-
ets. This information allows Help Assist operators to respond to scheduling assistance requests imme-
diately, potentially resolving the scheduling issue before they contact the end user.

l Prompts users to open a scheduling ticket with 'Help me book' button when the Create Appointment wiz-
ard is unable to find a matching slot. When end users click 'Help me book', a Scheduling Assistance form
is displayed to receive input required to open a new Scheduling ticket.

l Scheduling tickets now store both email and telephone contact information. The addition of telephone
contact information gives Help Assist operators greater flexibility for responding to and resolving schedul-
ing tickets in a timely manner.

l Users can add comments to Scheduling tickets. Comments provide another channel for communication
between end users and Help Assist operators in addition to email and telephone.

l Users can close Scheduling tickets that they have opened. Granting users the ability to close tickets helps
to streamline the Help Assist work flow by potentially reducing the number of open tickets that need
attention.

l Enhanced User Interface - The Help Assist tickets view now includes icons for each ticket displayed in the
list. Icons inform the user of several ticket properties at a glance, including the ticket owner, ticket type
(Scheduling or General), ticket number and ticket status. Each ticket in the list also displays a 'Last
Change' field which summarizes the age of the ticket in minutes, hours or days and the last action taken
to process the help request.

Help Assist Navigation and Badges
Users can open the Navigation menu to see the number of unread Help Assist messages in the Help Assist Inbox
for each partner and site that they have access to. A red badge on the left side of the navigation menu indicates
the number of all unread messages at all partners and sites. One or more blue badges on the right side of the
navigation menu indicate the number of unread messages at the partner and site level.
For more information about how to use Help Assist to request assistance see Request Support with Help Assist.
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Request Support with Help Assist
Users can request help by opening a ticket with Help Assist. Help Assist can be used to open a Scheduling ticket
or a General ticket:
Scheduling Ticket - Open a Scheduling ticket to request help with scheduling an appointment.

Scheduling tickets are automatically created for Carriers and Vendors that create appoint-
ments using the Create Appointment wizard at a site that has enabled the New appoint-
ments need to be approved by Help Assist site configuration option. For more
information about the appointment approval and confirmation process see Appointment
Approval and Confirmation. For more information about the appointment approval site
configuration option see Site Settings / Help Assist.

Users can elect to open a Scheduling ticket from the Create Appointments wizard. To open a Scheduling ticket
from the Create Appointments wizard you can do one of the following:

l Click the ? Help link displayed in the Create Appointments wizard and then select the option I need help
with the current appointment.

l Click the Help me book option that is displayed on the Create Appointment page at the end of the Create
Appointments wizard, on the Create Appointment page.

General Tickets - Open a General ticket to request assistance with any issue unrelated to scheduling an appoint-
ment. General tickets are the default ticket type and are created by clicking the ? Help link on the bottom right
of any page in Managed Receiving to open the Ask Us Anything! dialog box. If you click the ? Help link displayed
in the Create Appointments wizard, choose the option I need help with a general question. to open a General
ticket.
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Help Assist Ticket Work flow

Open a Ticket
When you open a Scheduling ticket from the Create Appointments wizard, a Scheduling Assistance form is dis-
played. Select an Ideal Appointment Date and Ideal Start Time to indicate when you want to schedule the
appointment. Enter a valid SMTP Email Address for contact information and optionally, provide a Phone Num-
ber (recommended) to expedite communication with Help Assist operators. Click Open Scheduling Ticket to cre-
ate the Scheduling Ticket.
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Manage open Tickets
When you create a new ticket, the ticket details are displayed, including a summary of any related purchase
orders. You can update the ticket with relevant information by adding a comment to the Add a Comment field
and clicking Save. You can also click Close Ticket to close the ticket if your scheduling issue has been resolved.
The ticket status is Unassigned until the ticket is picked up for processing by a Help Desk assist operator.

Click Back to Help Assist at the top of the ticket details view to return to the Help Assist tickets page. For more
information about the Help Assist tickets page see Help Assist.
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Managing Help Assist Tickets
Help Assist Operators use the Help Assist page to open and manage tickets opened by end users. When a Help
Assist operator opens the Help Assist page, the Your Tickets tab is displayed by default, which lists all of the Help
Assist tickets that are currently assigned to the operator.

In addition to the Your Tickets tab, a Help Assist operator has access to the following tabs:
l All Open Tickets - Displays all help assist tickets for the site that are not closed.
l Unassigned Tickets - Displays all help assist tickets for the site that are not closed and that are not cur-

rently assigned to someone.
l Closed Tickets - Displays all help assist tickets for that site that are closed.

When a Help Assist operators opens a scheduling ticket, they can access the Appointment Schedule tab to view
detailed information about the appointment:
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Help Assist operators can take ownership of a ticket by selecting Assign to me or, if the ticket is already assigned
to them they can choose Unassign from me. Ticket ownership helps to ensure that tickets do not slip through
the cracks.
Help Assist operators can also change ticket status to one of Open, In Progress, Awaiting Reply or Closed.
The Ticket Details tab of a ticket is the same for a Help Assist operator as it is for an end user except an end user
will see the option Close Ticket instead of Status: (Status).
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Manage Scheduling Tickets
Sites enable appointment approval and confirmation requirements by selecting the option New appointments
need to be approved by Help Assist from the Site Settings / Help Assist page:

When this configuration option is enabled, all Carrier and Vendor appointments must be approved by a Help Ass-
ist operator and then confirmed by the driver before being added to the schedule. This process entails the cre-
ation of a scheduling ticket, which is subsequently either Approved, Modified or Declined by a Help Assist
operator and then either Approved, Modified or Declined by the driver. Once the ticket has been approved by
both a Help Assist operator and the driver, the associated appointment is added to the schedule. From the per-
spective of a Carrier or Vendor, the process of generating a Scheduling ticket to request an appointment and
confirming an approved appointment request is described at Appointment Approval and Confirmation.
This topic describes the process of managing Scheduling tickets generated by Carriers and Vendors from the per-
spective of a Help Assist operator.

View Unassigned Tickets
When a Carrier or Vendor requests an appointment, the associated scheduling ticket is listed under Unassigned
Tickets on the Help Assist page. To see unassigned scheduling tickets, select the Unassigned Tickets tab and filter
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on Schedule

.
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View a Scheduling Ticket
Select a Scheduling ticket from the list of unassigned tickets to view the ticket details:

Process a Scheduling ticket
After you open a scheduling ticket the following options are available to process the Scheduling ticket:

l Assign Ticket - Select the drop-down for Assigned To: and take ownership of the ticket by choosing
Assign to me or, if you have Administrator permissions, select another user to assign the ticket to.

l Status - The status of the ticket will automatically change while it is being processed, you can also select
the drop-down for Status: and manually change the status to one of Open, In Progress, Awaiting Reply
or Closed.
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l Approve the request - Select Approve the request to approve the scheduling ticket. This will generate a
confirmation email which is sent to the originator of the request. If the originator of the request accepts
the approved request, the ticket will be closed and the appointment will be scheduled at the specified
time and door.

l Modify Appointment Request - Select Modify Appointment Request to open the Modify Appointment
page. If you modify the appointment you should ensure that the appropriate contact information is selec-
ted as described at Scheduling Ticket Email Confirmation and Contact Information. If you modify the
appointment and the Allow the contact to approve/decline booked appointment option is checked,
then the approval is subject to confirmation by the originator of the request as described at Appoint-
ment Approval and Confirmation. If the Allow the contact to approve/decline booked appointment
option is unchecked, then the appointment is booked without subsequent authorization by the carrier or
vendor regardless of any modifications made. The originator of the ticket is notified of any modifications
that are made to the requested appointment.

l Decline Appointment request - Select Decline Appointment request to decline the appointment. If you
decline the appointment the originator of the request is notified, the ticket is closed and the appoint-
ment is not scheduled.

l Add a Comment - Enter any comments about the Scheduling ticket here and then click Save to update
the ticket with the comment.
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Site Settings
Site Settings includes the following tabs for detailed information about site configuration parameters:
General
Appointments
Help Assist
Closures
Doors
Door Groups
Docks
Reservations
Racks
Equipment
Auto Appoint
Game Day
Activity
Emails
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Site SettingsGeneral
This page is used by Site Administrators to configure default general behavior of the Managed Receiving applic-
ation for a given Site. Click Save Changes to apply settings.

Required settings are specified by an asterisk (*).

Site Settings General Page
The Site Settings General page is comprised of three sections: Site Settings, Arrival Compliance Settings and
Vendor & Carrier Settings.

Site Settings
This section contains the following fields:

l Site Name - Name of the site (read only)
l Site Display Name - If a value is entered for Site Display Name, Managed Receiving will display this value

as the Site Name. The Site Display name field is limited to 50 alpha-numeric characters.
l Site ID - Numeric site identifier (read only)
l Address - Site address
l Units - Specify Pallets or Cases. This determines the preferred unit of measure that will be used for this

Site by Managed Receiving.
l Time Zone - Time Zone setting for the Site. All time values will be displayed using this time zone.
l Site Start Time - This is the time used to determine when the site starts operations. This dictates the start

of the Game Day schedule, and the 24 hour period used for stats, among other things
l Support Email - Contact e-mail address that users can reach for help with site related issues
l Site Status - Specified as Live, Pending or Decommissioned. Sites with a status of Pending or Decom-

missioned are only accessible to users in the Global Admin role.
l Use aisle numbers - Check box field Rack List – Use Aisle Number field instead of Full Import Value Field

Arrival Compliance Settings
These settings govern rules that specify conditions of compliance, and includes the following parameters:

l Early Arrival - An appointment is considered early when the Carrier has arrived more than the given
minutes ahead of the scheduled appointment start time

l Late Arrival - An appointment is considered late when the Carrier has not arrived within the given
minutes beyond the scheduled appointment start time. The value specified here directly impacts what is
considered late for purposes of:

l Late arrivals as displayed on the Managed Receiving Dashboard page.
l Late appointments as displayed on the Late tab of the Appointments page.
l Late schedule data as displayed on the Managed Receiving Schedule page.
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If a custom value is not specified for the Late Arrival setting then both existing and
new Sites (when created) will use a default Late arrival setting value of 30
minutes.

l No Show / No Call - An appointment is considered a no show / no call when Carrier has not arrived
within the given minutes of the scheduled appointment start time

l Rescheduling Minimum Advanced Appointment - Number of hours before a scheduled appointment a
Carrier can reschedule the appointment.

l Same Day Appointment Flag - This setting identifies violations to differentiate between unscheduled and
scheduled appointments that are on the same day.

l Past Due Notification - When enabled, this setting will notify the carrier or vendor when a requested
appointment date is past the primary purchase order's due date.

l Popup Content - Choose either Default Description or Custom Description
l Popup Description - Allows a custom popup description to be entered if the Custom Description

option is enabled for Popup Content.

Vendor & Carrier Settings

l Appointment Flow Selection - one of the following options must be selected, these are mutually exclus-
ive:

l Force Non-LTL - Specifies that all carriers are presented with dates / slots that are based upon the
due dates of the Purchase Orders they have added to their appointment. In this scenario all car-
riers are limited to Due Date parameters.

l Force LTL - Specifies that all carrier are allowed to pick any date for an appointment to find slots
for. In this scenario carriers are not limited to Due Date parameters.

l Carrier Dependent - Specifies that appointment flow selection is contingent upon existing Carrier
parameters. Users with LTL carriers will follow the LTL flow and user with non-LTL carriers will fol-
low the non-LTL flow.

l Disallow Drop Load on Truck Load(T) Managed Type - When checked, disables the option to "Drop
Load" for vendors and carriers when scheduling a PO with a Truck Load (T) Managed Type. Unchecked
by default.

l Allow Appointment Cancellation and Exceptions - When checked, Vendors and Carriers can cancel
appointments and update exceptions activity. For more information about exceptions see Site Settings /
Activities and Appointment Actions, Activities, Reason Codes and Notifications.

l Capture driver's name - Indicates if Drivers name must be entered and Trailer # screen captured during
the On Complex process for an appointment.

l Capture driver's phone number - Indicates if Drivers phone number must be entered and Trailer #
screen captured during the On Complex process for an appointment

l Capture driver's CDL - Indicates if Drivers CDL # must be entered and Trailer # screen captured during
the On Complex process for an appointment

l Carrier move allowed - Enables functionality that mandates the use of Carrier Move number from the
partner’s Transportation Management System. This CMV number links orders together and forces Logist-
ics loads onto the same appointment. For more information about Carrier Move see the Glossary.

l Require trailer number - Indicates if the trailer number must be entered and Trailer # screen captured
during the On Complex process for an appointment. When this field is not enabled then Trailer number
becomes optional when checking in an appointment / setting appointment status to On Complex.
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Site Settings Appointments
This page contains site configuration options for appointments. Click Save Changes to apply settings.

Required settings are specified by an asterisk (*).

Appointment Settings

l Gate Pass Message - Message display on the Gate Pass, limited to 200 characters
l Default Door Group - Specifies the door group used during scheduling when a specific door group cannot

be identified. When a default door group is selected, the door group is identified as the default in Site
Settings / Door Groups.

l Schedule Display Label - The label displayed on the appointment bars in the schedule page. Set the label
to one of the following:

l Appointment Number - The number assigned to the appointment for identification purposes.
l Carrier of Record - Carrier responsible for shipping the freight that is scheduled for delivery, may

be different than the actual carrier that delivers the freight.
l Carrier Move - a unique, typically alphanumeric value associated with a specific appointment

number and carrier name. Partners assign Carrier Move values to purchase order(s) to add them
to the appointment being delivered by the carrier identified by the Carrier Move. Purchase order
Carrier Move values are allowed if the Carrier move allowed configuration parameter is enabled
in Site Settings / General.

l Primary Vendor - Vendor associated with the majority of the purchase orders scheduled in the
appointment.

l Main Purchase Order - Primary purchase order of all the purchase orders scheduled in the
appointment.

l Managed Type - One of T = OTR (over the road truck); C = Consignment or Logistics truck; B =
Backhaul (client’s own carrier line).

l Max # of Reservation Time Slots - Maximum number of reservations available for the site for the selec-
ted appointment date. This will limit the number of Reservation slots returned to a user for a particular
day when scheduling appointments. Valid values are from 1 to 99.

l Default Minutes per Pallet - Minutes per pallet when history is not available. When a user attempts to
make an appointment wherein the PO Pallets count multiplied by the Default Minutes per Pallet exceeds
the value of the Maximum Unload Duration Site Setting, the appointment duration is set to the value of
the Maximum Unload Duration.

l Maximum Appointment Orders - Max number of POs allowed for an appointment
l Minimum Unload Duration - Shortest appointment time allowed
l Maximum Unload Duration - Longest appointment time allowed, limited to 24 hours (1440 minutes). This

value must be greater than or equal to the Minimum Unload Duration value.
l History Calculated - Specifies how many weeks to use when calculating average unload time for vendors.

For more information about average unload time see Vendors.
l Appointment Cancel Hour Limit - Appointment is canceled after this many hours open
l Off Complex status enabled - Specifies whether the partner requires a truck / appointment to be marked

Off Complex after Gate Out.
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l Gate Out / Door Occupied Feature - Indicates whether the partner requires tracking of Late Gate Out
reasons and adds Late Gate Out status to the appointment process.

l Dock pallet threshold feature - Indicates whether this partner uses the Dock Pallet Threshold entries (on
Dock Settings) When this feature is enabled for a site, Managed Receiving will only offer appointment
reservations and slots that will not put the dock over capacity, as calculated from appointments sched-
uled for all active doors at the dock where the door in the reservation or slot is being offered. Note that
this calculation also takes into consideration pallets from Reservations made for doors at Docks with the
option Reservation in pallet threshold enabled:

For more information about this setting see Site Settings / Docks.
l Managed Type C Feature - Displays a “C” on the Schedule Grid / Tab for all Logistics loads (instead of dis-

playing an “L”)
l PO Pallet and Case Capture - Enables Inbound Pallets and Cases fields on the Create Purchase Order

form that is displayed when creating Purchase Orders. The values entered for these fields can sub-
sequently be changed from the Modify Appointment page. The PO Pallet and Case Capture option is
unchecked by default. When this setting is enabled, PO Inbound Pallets can be set to a value from 0 -
9999 (Null = 0) and Cases can be set to a value from 0 - 999999 (Null = 0)

l BOL (Bill of Lading) and PRO Number - Enables BOL # and / or PRO # field to be entered for each PO on
an Appointment. If the Site Setting ASN (Advanced Ship Notice) option is enabled in conjunction with this
option, then a BOL # or PRO # (or both) must be entered when adding a purchase order to an appoint-
ment. If the Site Setting ASN (Advanced Ship Notice) option is not enabled in conjunction with this
option, then BOL # and / or PRO # fields are optional fields when adding a purchase order to an appoint-
ment.

l Intermodal - Indicates the use of two modes of freight, such as truck and rail, to transport goods from
shipper to consignee. If this setting is not enabled the 'Intermodal' field is not displayed on Create
Appointment, Modify Appointment, or Edit Appointment Details.

l Pickup Date - Enables the option for a user to select a Pickup Date for each PO on an Appointment
l Load Weight - Enables Load Weight on an appointment. Maximum value is 99999.
l Load Type - Enables Load Type to be used when creating an appointment. When this option is checked

users can set the load type by choosing the appropriate active door group when creating appointments.
The specified door group is then added to the criteria evaluated by the logic used to find schedule slots.

l ASN (Advanced Ship Notice) - Enables display of ASN, which groups POs together on an appointment.
This option governs whether the ASN BOL or ASN Pro Number are displayed on purchase orders that
have been imported via data integration and enables use of the ASN when creating appointments or
modifying existing appointments. If this option is not enabled then these fields are not displayed on
Purchase Orders imported with Data Integration. When the ASN (Advanced Ship Notice) option is
enabled, ASN BOL and ASN Pro number fields are read only and can be added to the Purchase Orders
list, and viewed on the Purchase Order details page. If the ASN (Advanced Ship Notice) configuration
option is enabled, then the BOL (Bill of Lading) and PRO Number must also be enabled to require the
BOL # and / or PRO # fields when adding purchase orders to appointments.

l Entry Date - Enables option to set Entry Date when creating a purchase order. If this option is not
enabled, the field for setting purchase order Entry Date will not be available.
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l Carrier ETA - Enables the option to enter an estimated date and time a load will arrive on site

When this property is enabled, Carrier ETA is displayed as an optional field when
creating or modifying an appointment. Carrier ETA is represented as a calendar
date and a time value expressed in a 15 minute increment.
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l Reuse Purchase Orders - Allows the reuse of Purchase Orders for multiple appointments. When this set-
ting is enabled an PO# that is already associated with an appointment can be reused and added to
another appointment while creating a new appointment or editing an existing appointment.

If the Site Settings for ASN (Advanced Ship Notice) or BOL (Bill of Lading) and PRO
Number are enabled, users must enter a new BOL/PRO/ASN number when
reusing a PO.

When the BOL/PRO/ASN Site setting is not enabled, users must manually save the
reused PO even if there are no changes to the PO.

When this feature is enabled, the link to PO details is disabled when a reused PO
is added to an appointment.

This functionality is only available when logged on as an Admin user.

l Allow Backdated Appointments - Enables the option to schedule appointments on a date prior to the cur-
rent date of entry. Note that this functionality is only available using Create Appointment. Existing
appointments cannot be backdated using Modify Appointment.

l Allow Backdated Purchase orders - Enables the option to schedule backdated Purchase Orders.
l Advanced Schedule Interactions - Enabled the option to interact on the schedule to create and modify

scheduled items including appointments, reservations and closures.
l Capture Point of Origin - Enables the option to capture the Point of Origin for each scheduled purchase

order. Displays options for each Managed Type Truck Load:

For each managed type, the default option is Disabled. If the option is set to Required, the all scheduled
purchase orders must specify a Point of Origin property, if set to Optional, then the Point of Origin prop-
erty for purchase orders is optional.
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Site Settings Help Assist
This page includes Site configuration options for Help Assist.

Appointment / Scheduling Tickets
Specify whether appointments can be scheduled with or without approval. When the option New appoint-
ments need to be approved by Help Assist is enabled, new appointments requests generate a Schedule request
ticket which must be approved before the appointment is scheduled. If the Schedule request ticket is declined,
the appointment is removed from the schedule. The user is notified of their appointment status when their
Schedule request is processed and may create a new appointment with the scheduling wizard if their Schedule
request ticket is declined.
Appointment Approvals - Select one of the following and click Save Changes.

l New appointments are automatically approved. (Default) - Appointments are scheduled without an
approval process.

l New appointments need be approved by Help Assist before the appointment is scheduled. - If this option
is enabled, the details of each Carrier appointment request are captured in a Scheduling ticket which is
subsequently approved, modified, or declined by a Help Assist operator. Approved appointment
requests are scheduled as requested and the carrier is notified. Carriers are also notified of declined
requests and have the option to approve, decline, or request changes to modified requests, which per-
petuates the appointment request approval process. . Once a modified appointment request is approved
by a carrier or Help Assist operator, the appointment is scheduled. If a carrier or Help Assist operator
declines an appointment request, the request is deleted.
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Site SettingsClosures
This section contains Site Closures, which can be applied at a Site, Dock or Door level. Closures indicate what is
closed (Closure Type), when it was closed (Start Date / Time), the duration of the closure (End Date / Time - Start
Date / Time) and the reason for the closure. Site Administrator use the Closures page to view / edit existing clos-
ures or add new closures.

Closures
Displays a list view of site closures

Columns

To hide or unhide columns, click the plus icon () at the top right of the Settings list, check
or uncheck columns from the Manage Columns dialog box and click Save Changes.

When you close your browser or browser tab and reopen this page, you will retain the
column and header filter that you set in your previous browser session. This is true even
if you log in to the Managed Receiving application from a different location on the same
device. Column and header filter settings are user specific.

When you click the Clear All option displayed on the far right of the row of column head-
ings, you reset any data specific filter settings but retain the currently displayed column
headings.

Your browser session remembers the columns that you choose to display. The following columns are displayed
by default:

l Closure - Name of closure
l Days - Days of week (including weekends) that closure was applied.
l Start Time - Start Time of the closure.
l End Time - End Time of the closure.
l Start Date - Calendar date that closure started
l End Date - Calendar date that closure ended
l Reason - Reason given for the closure
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Hidden Columns:
The following columns are hidden by default:

To display hidden columns, click the plus icon () at the top right of the Carriers list, select
additional columns from the Manage Columns dialog box and click Save Changes.

l Created Date - Date that the closure was created in Managed Receiving.
l Modified Date - Date that the closure was modified in Managed Receiving.

Closures List
Use this list to create or edit closures with the Closure form.

l To create a new Closure click Add Closure from the Closures list to display the Add New Closure form
and click Save Changes after you complete the form to return to the Closures list. Note that when cre-
ating a Dock or Door closure you can specify multiple Docks or Doors (if there are multiple available
Docks / Doors available to choose from).

l To view an existing Closure, click the Closure name in the list to open it and then click Back to Closures to
return to the list.

l To edit an existing Closure, click the Closure name in the list to open it and then click Save Changes after
you complete your changes.

l Existing Closures cannot be deleted but can be terminated by specifying an end date and time.
l To Terminate a Closure, select the Closure to open it and specify an end date and time. Optionally

provide a comment and save changes.
Closure form restrictions

l The type of an existing closure cannot be changed, for example a Site closure cannot be changed to a
Door closure or vice verse.

l It is possible to edit an existing Closure to have an End Date that occurs before the Start Date but after sav-
ing changes, the original End Date is retained.

Fields
l Closure - Sort the list in alphabetical order or filter the list based upon the closure name entered.
l Days - Filter the list based upon the day(s) of the week selected.
l Start Date - Sort the list based upon Start Date or filter the list to return closures that occurred within the

specified range of start dates.
l End Date - Sort the list based upon End Date or filter the list to return closures that occurred within the

specified range of end dates.
l Created Date - Sort by created date or search for closures created within the specified Min / Max range.
l Modified Date - Sort by modified date or search for closures modified within the specified Min / Max

range.
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AddNewClosure
The add new closure form is available to Administrators by clicking the Add Closure button on the Site Settings /
Closures page. Both Administrators and Help Assist users can open the add new closure form from the Site Set-
tings / Game Day page. Use this form to create a new site closure by populating the following fields. Click Save
Changes when you have completed the form to return to the Site Settings / Closures page.
Closure Type - One of Dock, Door or Site. If you specify a Closure Type of Door or Dock you can add multiple
doors or docks to the closure.
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Day(s) - Specify one or more days that the closure will be in effect.
Start Time - Increment or decrement the spinners for hours and minutes, you can also manually enter the
appropriate values.
End Time - Increment or decrement the spinners for hours and minutes, you can also manually enter the appro-
priate values. If you do not specify a value for minutes the default value of 00 will be used.
Effective Start Date - Click the calendar icon to open the calendar and select a start date.
Effective End Date - Click the calendar icon to open the calendar and select an end date.
Reason - (optional) enter a reason for the closure.
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Edit Existing Closure
The edit closure form is available by click the name of an existing closure from the Site Settings / Closures page.
Use this form to modify an existing closure by updating the following fields. Click Save Changes when you have
completed the form to return to the Site Settings / Closures page.
Closure Type - The type of an existing closure cannot be changed, for example a Site closure cannot be changed
to a Door closure or vice verse.
Dock - Only available on dock closures, modify listed dock(s) as appropriate.
Door - Only available on door closures, modify listed door(s) as appropriate.
Day(s) - Specify one or more days that the closure will be in effect.
Start Time - Increment or decrement the spinners for hours and minutes, you can also manually enter the
appropriate values.
End Time - Increment or decrement the spinners for hours and minutes, you can also manually enter the appro-
priate values.
Effective Start Date - Click the calendar icon to open the calendar and select a start date.
Effective End Date - Click the calendar icon to open the calendar and select an end date.

It is possible to edit an existing closure to have an end date that occurs before the start
date but after saving changes, the original end date is retained.

Reason - (optional) enter a reason for the closure.
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Site Settings Doors
This page is used to view and manage Site Doors, which represent physical doors in a distribution center. Each
door belongs to a designated door group and dock. Door availability is continually evaluated during the Managed
Receiving Appointment scheduling process. Door availability for scheduling is subject to several factors including
door reservations, door closures, priority, capacity (Max Pallets), location and Active status (Yes / No).

Doors
Displays a list of all Site doors.

Columns

To hide or unhide columns, click the plus icon () at the top right of the Settings list, check
or uncheck columns from the Manage Columns dialog box and click Save Changes.

When you close your browser or browser tab and reopen this page, you will retain the
column and header filter that you set in your previous browser session. This is true even
if you log in to the Managed Receiving application from a different location on the same
device. Column and header filter settings are user specific.

When you click the Clear All option displayed on the far right of the row of column head-
ings, you reset any data specific filter settings but retain the currently displayed column
headings.

Your browser session remembers the columns that you choose to display. The following columns are displayed
by default:

l Door Number - This is the unique identifier of a door. Doors typically have numbers in sequence accord-
ing to their physical order. The door number should match the number in the distribution center system
and in Apex Load Entry. The value is alphanumeric.

l Max Pallets - The maximum number of pallets that can be unloaded at a door for a given appointment.
l Priority - Designates the priority of a door when scheduling appointments. Managed Receiving seeks to

prioritize delivery of freight to doors with higher priority all other factors considered equal.
l Physical Sequence - Correlates to the physical location of a door in a distribution center.
l Display Sequence - Designates the order in which doors are displayed, which may not match the physical

sequence. Display sequence groups doors of a similar type together regardless of their physical location.
l Dock - The primary consideration when grouping doors. Each dock is typically equipped to receive a par-

ticular type of freight (for example, perishable or non perishable).
l Door Group - Name of the door group associated with a door.
l Active - The status of the door (Active / Inactive)
l Recurring - Indicates if the door is subject to recurring closures.
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l Exceptions - (Holidays or other reasons for closure)
l Reservations - Displays the number of reservations assigned to the door.

Hidden Columns:
The following columns are hidden by default:

To display hidden columns, click the plus icon () at the top right of the Carriers list, select
additional columns from the Manage Columns dialog box and click Save Changes.

l Created Date - The date that the door was created in Managed Receiving.
l Modified Date - The last date the door was edited in Managed Receiving.

Doors List
Use this list to create, view or edit doors with the Door form.

Users with appropriate permissions can also open an existing Door from the site Sched-
ule page. Administrators can simply click the door number that is displayed on the sched-
ule to open the associated door form. To return to the site Schedule page, click the
browser <Back> button.

l To create a new Door click Add Door from the Doors list to display a blank door form and click Save
Changes after you complete the form to return to the Doors list.

l To view an existing Door, click the door number of the listed door to open it and then click Back to Doors
to return to the Doors list.

l To edit an existing door, click the door number of the listed door to open it then click Save Changes after
you complete your changes. When you edit an existing door you are presented with additional options
that are not available when you initially create a door, including options to:

l Click Door Reservations, Add New (Carrier) to add a new carrier.
l Click Door Reservation, Add New (Vendor) to add a new vendor.
l Click Door Closures, Add New to add a new closure.
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Fields

l Door Number - Sort by door number or find a door by entering a door number to display the associated
door.

l Max Pallets - Sort by number of pallets or search for doors with max pallets within the specified Min /
Max range.

l Priority - Sort by priority or filter on a priority value to return matching doors.
l Physical Sequence - Sort by physical sequence or search for doors with a physical sequence value within

the specified Min / Max range.
l Display Sequence - Sort by display sequence or search for doors with a display sequence value within the

specified Min / Max range.
l Dock - Sort in alpha-numeric order or select a dock from the drop down list.
l Door Group - Sort in alpha-numeric order or select a door group from the drop down list.
l Active - Sort or filter list based on Yes or No values.
l Recurring - Sort by recurring closure or search for doors with recurring closures within the specified Min

/ Max range.
l Exceptions - Sort by number of exceptions or search for doors with exceptions within the specified Min /

Max range.
l Reservations - Sort by reservations or search for doors with reservations within the specified Min / Max

range.
l Created Date - Sort by created date or search for doors created within the specified Min / Max range.
l Modified Date - Sort by modified date or search for doors modified within the specified Min / Max range.

Door Form
Click Add Door to display the New Door form.
Fields

l Door Number - Physical door number
l Min Pallets - Specifies the minimum number of pallets that can be received at the door for a given

appointment.
l Max Pallets - Specifies the maximum number of pallets that can be received at the door for a given

appointment.
l Display Sequence - Indicates the order in which the door will be displayed in Managed Receiving.
l Physical Sequence - Indicates the actual physical sequence of the door on the dock.
l Priority - Assigns a priority to the door for purposes scheduling appointments.
l Dock - Specifies the dock that the door is associated with.
l Door Group - Specifies the door group that the door is associated with.
l Active - Specifies whether or not the door is active and available for use.

Restrictions
l All fields required.
l Doors cannot be deleted
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Site Settings Door Groups
This page is used to view and manage Site door groups. A door group defines a collection of physical doors loc-
ated near equipment or storage space used to process or store particular types of freight. For example, a Site
Administrator may create a 'Frozen' door group comprised of doors close to freezers. Door groups are used to
promote efficient routing of deliveries to doors that are best equipped to receive them.

Door Groups
Displays a list of all Site door groups

Columns

To hide or unhide columns, click the plus icon () at the top right of the Settings list, check
or uncheck columns from the Manage Columns dialog box and click Save Changes.

When you close your browser or browser tab and reopen this page, you will retain the
column and header filter that you set in your previous browser session. This is true even
if you log in to the Managed Receiving application from a different location on the same
device. Column and header filter settings are user specific.

When you click the Clear All option displayed on the far right of the row of column head-
ings, you reset any data specific filter settings but retain the currently displayed column
headings.

Your browser session remembers the columns that you choose to display. The following columns are displayed
by default:

l Name - Name of the door group
l Door Count - # of doors in the door group
l Equipment Count - equipment by type and quantity
l Overflow Door Group - Name of designated overflow door group
l Active - The Active status of the door group (Yes / No)

Hidden Columns:
The following columns are hidden by default:

To display hidden columns, click the plus icon () at the top right of the Carriers list, select
additional columns from the Manage Columns dialog box and click Save Changes.

l Created Date - The date that the door group was created in Managed Receiving.
l Modified Date - The last date the door group was edited in Managed Receiving
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Door Groups List
Use this list to create or edit door groups with the Door Group form.

l To create a new door group click Add Door Group from the Door Groups list to display a blank door
groups form and click Save Changes after you complete the form to return to the Door Groups list.

l To view an existing door group, click the name of the listed door group to open it and then click Back to
Door Groups to return to the Door Groups list.

l To edit an existing door group, click the name of the listed door group to open it and click Save Changes
after you complete your changes.

Fields

l Name - Sort by door group name or find a door group by entering a door group name to display the asso-
ciated door group.

If the Site Settings / Appointments option for Default Door Group is enabled, the
default door group for the Site is identified on the Door Groups list.

l Door Count - Sort by door count or search for door groups that have a door count within the specified
range.

l Equipment Count - Sort by equipment count or search for door groups that have an equipment count
within the specified Min / Max range.

l Overflow Door Group - Sort by overflow door group or select an overflow door group from the drop
down list.

l Active - Sort or filter based on Yes or No values.
l Created Date - Sort by created date or search for door groups created within the specified Min / Max

range.
l Modified Date - Sort by modified date or search for door groups modified within the specified Min / Max

range.

Door Group Form
Click Add Door Group to display the New Door Group form.
Fields

l Name - Name of Door Group
l Overflow Door Group- Specify best alternative door group to use if this door group cannot receive

freight.
l Active - Specifies whether or not the door is active and available for use.

If the Site Settings / Appointments option for Default Door Group is enabled, the
Default door group must be configured as Active and is identified accordingly.

Restrictions
l Name field is required.
l Door groups cannot be deleted.
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Site Settings Docks
This page is used to view and manage Site docks, which represent physical docks in a distribution center. Each
dock belongs to a designated dock group. Docks are grouped together on the Docks page by delivery type to
help optimize delivery time.

Docks
Displays a list of all Site docks.

Columns

To hide or unhide columns, click the plus icon () at the top right of the Settings list, check
or uncheck columns from the Manage Columns dialog box and click Save Changes.

When you close your browser or browser tab and reopen this page, you will retain the
column and header filter that you set in your previous browser session. This is true even
if you log in to the Managed Receiving application from a different location on the same
device. Column and header filter settings are user specific.

When you click the Clear All option displayed on the far right of the row of column head-
ings, you reset any data specific filter settings but retain the currently displayed column
headings.

Your browser session remembers the columns that you choose to display. The following columns are displayed
by default:

l Dock Name - Name of the dock.
l Doors - Number of doors associated with the dock

Hidden Columns:
The following columns are hidden by default:

To display hidden columns, click the plus icon () at the top right of the Carriers list, select
additional columns from the Manage Columns dialog box and click Save Changes.

l Created Date
l Modified Date

Docks List
Use this list to create or edit docks with the Dock form.
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l To create a new dock click Add Dock from the Docks list to display a blank dock form and click Save
Changes after you complete the form to return to the Docks list.

l To view an existing Dock, click the name of the dock to open it and then click Back to Docks to return to
the Docks list.

l To edit an existing dock, click the name of the dock to open it then click Save Changes after you com-
plete your changes.

Fields
l Dock Name - Sort in alpha-numeric order or filter by entering a dock name to display the corresponding

dock.
l Doors - Sort by number of doors or filter list base upon the values entered for Min and Max.
l Created Date - Sort by created date or search for docks created within the specified Min / Max range.
l Modified Date - Sort by modified date or search for docks modified within the specified Min / Max range.

Dock Form
Use the Dock form to add a new or edit an existing dock.
Click Add Door Group to display the New Dock form.
Fields

l Name - Name of Dock
l Support Email - E-mail address of contact person.
l Phone Number - Phone number
l Dock Group - Name of dock group to associate this dock with.
l Reservation in pallet threshold - Select check box for Yes, leave unchecked for No. When this setting is

enabled and the Dock pallet threshold feature option is enabled in Site Settings / Appointments, Man-
aged Receiving includes pallets from reservations made for doors at this Dock when calculating the dock
pallet threshold.

l Early Arrival Threshold - Number of hours before a scheduled appointment a carrier can arrive and have
a load marked 'On Complex'. If a carrier arrives too early they are turned away.

l Late Arrival Threshold - Number of hours after a scheduled appointment a carrier can arrive and have a
load marked 'On Complex' If a carrier arrives too late they are turned away.

l Early Schedule Threshold - Number of days before a purchase order in an appointment is due that the
appointment can be scheduled.

l Late Schedule Threshold - Number of days after a purchase order in an appointment is due that the
appointment can be scheduled.

l Schedule Cutoff Time - Cutoff time for scheduling appointments for the next day.
l Appointment Adjust Limit - Number of hours preceding an appointment that a scheduled appointment

may be edited.
l Gate Pass Message - Message displayed on gate pass during Gate In process, 200 character limit.
l Appointments - Specify the maximum number of appointments allowed at the dock on a given day of the

week.
l Pallets - Specify the maximum number of pallets that can be received by the dock on a given day of the

week. Maximum and minimum pallet thresholds help optimize the flow of freight at a site.
l Cases - Specify the maximum number of cases that can be received by the dock on a given day of the

week.
l Active - Select check box if Yes, leave unchecked for No.
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Restrictions
l Name, Support Email, Phone Number, Dock Group and all Schedule Threshold value, Cutoff Time and

Appointment Adjust Limit value fields are required.
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Site Settings Reservations
Reservations are blocks of time at a specific door that a Vendor or Carrier can reserve for their own use. Reser-
vations are either a Vendor Reservation or a Carrier Reservation. Vendor Reservations can have a Carrier
assigned to them.

Reservations List
Displays a list view of Reservations, including all Vendor and Carrier Reservations. The following columns are in
the default display:

Columns

To hide or unhide columns, click the plus icon () at the top right of the Settings list, check
or uncheck columns from the Manage Columns dialog box and click Save Changes.

When you close your browser or browser tab and reopen this page, you will retain the
column and header filter that you set in your previous browser session. This is true even
if you log in to the Managed Receiving application from a different location on the same
device. Column and header filter settings are user specific.

When you click the Clear All option displayed on the far right of the row of column head-
ings, you reset any data specific filter settings but retain the currently displayed column
headings.

Your browser session remembers the columns that you choose to display. The following columns are displayed
by default:

l Vendor - The vendor name
l Vendor # - Vendor number
l Carrier - Carrier
l Doors - Doors
l Days - Select one or more days of the week
l Start Time - Reservation Start time
l End Time - Reservation End time
l Effective Start Date - First day of reservation
l Effective End Date - Last day of reservation
l Active - Indicates whether the reservation is active
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Hidden Columns:
The following columns are hidden by default:

To display hidden columns, click the plus icon () at the top right of the Carriers list, select
additional columns from the Manage Columns dialog box and click Save Changes.

l Created Date - The date the Reservations record was created.
l Modified Date - The last date the Reservations record was changed.

Fields
l Vendor - Sort by Vendor name or find a reservation by entering a vendor name to display the associated

reservation(s).
l Vendor # - Sort by Vendor # or find a reservation by entering the vendor number to display the asso-

ciated reservation(s).
l Carrier - Sort by Carrier name or find a reservation by entering the carrier name to display the associated

reservation(s).
l Doors - Find a reservation by entering a door number to display the associated reservation(s).
l Days - Sort by Days or find a reservation by selecting one or more days of the week to display the asso-

ciated reservation(s).
l Start Time - Sort by Start Time or find a reservation by entering a start time to display the associated

reservation(s).
l End Time - Sort by End Time or find a reservation by entering an end time to display the associated reser-

vation(s).
l Effective Start Date - Sort by Effective Start Date or find a reservation by entering an effective start date

to display the associated reservation(s).
l Effective End Date - Sort by Effective End Date or find a reservation by entering an effective end date to

display the associated reservation(s).
l Created Date - Sort by Created Date or find a reservation by entering a value for created date to display

the associated reservation(s).
l Modified Date - Sort by Modified Date or find a reservation by entering a value for modified date to dis-

play the associated reservation(s).
Add Reservation
Click Add Reservation to add a new Vendor or Carrier reservation from the Add Reservation page.

You can also add a Vendor reservation directory from the Vendors page, for more inform-
ation see Vendors.
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Add Reservation
Reservations are blocks of time at a specific door that a Vendor or Carrier can reserve for their own use. Vendor
reservations can have a carrier assigned to them. Click the Add Reservation button from the Site Settings /
Reservations page to open the new Reservation form. You can also open the Add Reservation form from the
Vendor The new reservation form includes the following fields:
Reservation Type - choose one of either

l Vendor Reservation - for a new Vendor reservation.
l Carrier Reservations - for a new Carrier reservation.

Vendor - Vendor associated with reservation, choose a vendor from the drop down list.
Carrier - Carrier (for a Carrier specific reservation) or the Carrier associated with a Vendor reservation, choose
an available carrier from the drop down list.
Doors - Door or Doors associated with reservation, choose doors from the drop down list.
Days - Day or Days associated with reservation, select Every Day to reserve all available days
Start Time - Reservation start time, specify HH:MM:AM/PM, use spinner to increment / decrement values for
HH:MM or enter manually, click AM / PM button to toggle value.
Duration - Duration of reservation in minutes, minimum of 60 minutes, increments of 15 minutes
Start Date - Start date associated with reservation, click calendar icon to select date
End Date - End date associated with reservation, click calendar icon to select date.
Minimum Pallets - Specify minimum number of pallets for reservation, click spinner to increment / decrement
value or manually enter number of pallets. Not required. If a value is provided it must be greater than or equal
to 0.
Maximum Pallets - Specify maximum number of pallets for reservation, click spinner to increment / decrement
value or manually enter number of pallets. Not required. If a value is provided, it must be greater than the value
provided for Minimum Pallets.
Minimum Cases - Specify minimum number of cases for reservation, click spinner to increment / decrement
value or manually enter number of cases. Not required. If a value is provided it must be greater than or equal to
0.
Maximum Cases - Specify maximum number of cases for reservation, click spinner to increment / decrement
value or manually enter number of cases. Not required. If a value is provided, it must be greater than the value
provided for Minimum Cases.
Active - Checked for active, unchecked otherwise.
Click the Save Changes button to save the vendor reservation.
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Site Settings Racks
This page is used to view and manage Site racks. A Site rack represents a physical piece of equipment used for
storage of various items in a distribution center. Racks are typically associated with Site door groups to promote
efficient routing of deliveries which require rack space to doors in close proximity to rack storage. Managed
Receiving evaluates delivery rack space requirements when scheduling appointments to ensure that appoint-
ments are only scheduled for slots when and where required rack space is available.

Racks
Displays a list of all available racks.

Columns

To hide or unhide columns, click the plus icon () at the top right of the Settings list, check
or uncheck columns from the Manage Columns dialog box and click Save Changes.

When you close your browser or browser tab and reopen this page, you will retain the
column and header filter that you set in your previous browser session. This is true even
if you log in to the Managed Receiving application from a different location on the same
device. Column and header filter settings are user specific.

When you click the Clear All option displayed on the far right of the row of column head-
ings, you reset any data specific filter settings but retain the currently displayed column
headings.

Your browser session remembers the columns that you choose to display. The following columns are displayed
by default:

l Imported Name - The name of the rack when it was first imported into Managed Receiving via Partner
data feed

l Name Override - Name override is the name associated with a rack in Managed Receiving, which may be
different than the imported name.

l Door Group - Door Group associated with the rack
l Aisle - The aisle of the warehouse where the rack is located.
l Active - Indicates whether the rack is available for use.

Hidden Columns:
The following columns are hidden by default:

To display hidden columns, click the plus icon () at the top right of the Carriers list, select
additional columns from the Manage Columns dialog box and click Save Changes.
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l Created Date - The date the rack was created in Managed Receiving.
l Modified Date - The last date the rack was edited in Managed Receiving.

Racks list
Use this list to add, edit or delete racks with the Rack form.

l To add a rack click Add Rack from the Racks list to display a blank Rack form and click Save Changes after
you complete the form to return to the Racks list.

l To view an existing rack, click the Imported Name entry or the Name Override entry for an rack in the
list to open it and then click Cancel to return to the list.

l To edit an existing rack, click the Imported Name entry or the Name Override entry for an rack in the list
and then click Save Changes after you complete your changes.

Rack Form restrictions
l Racks cannot be deleted
l All fields are required

Fields
l Imported Name - Sort in alphabetical order or search for a rack with a specified imported name. The

imported name is the name of the rack when it was first imported into Managed Receiving via Partner
data feed.

l Name Override - Sort in alphabetical order or search for a rack with a specified name override value.
Name override is the name associated with a rack in Managed Receiving, which may be different than
the imported name.

l Door Group - Sort in alphabetical order or select a door group from the drop-down list to display asso-
ciated racks.

l Aisle - Sort by aisle number or search for racks associated with a particular aisle.
l Active - Sort or filter list based on Yes or No values.
l Created Date - Sort by created date or search for racks with a created date within the specified Min /

Max range.
l Modified Date - Sort by modified date or search for racks with a modified date within the specified Min /

Max range.
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Site Settings Equipment
This page is used to view and manage various equipment required to load and unload freight. Each item in the
Equipment list references a physical piece of equipment in a distribution center and identifies the equipment
type, location and quantity. Equipment type describes what the equipment is used for and location is defined as
one of either a site, door group or dock. Equipment can be added to the list by clicking Add Equipment.
Vendors can reserve one unit of a particular equipment type for each appointment. Managed Receiving eval-
uates vendor equipment requirements when scheduling appointments to ensure that appointments are only
scheduled when and where the necessary equipment is available.

Equipment
Displays a list of available equipment at the specified Site.

Columns

To hide or unhide columns, click the plus icon () at the top right of the Settings list, check
or uncheck columns from the Manage Columns dialog box and click Save Changes.

When you close your browser or browser tab and reopen this page, you will retain the
column and header filter that you set in your previous browser session. This is true even
if you log in to the Managed Receiving application from a different location on the same
device. Column and header filter settings are user specific.

When you click the Clear All option displayed on the far right of the row of column head-
ings, you reset any data specific filter settings but retain the currently displayed column
headings.

Your browser session remembers the columns that you choose to display. The following columns are displayed
by default:

l Type - The type of equipment
l Location - Where the equipment is located, one of either Dock, Door Group or Site.
l Quantity - Units of equipment at the specified location.

Hidden Columns:
The following columns are hidden by default:

To display hidden columns, click the plus icon () at the top right of the Carriers list, select
additional columns from the Manage Columns dialog box and click Save Changes.
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l Created Date - The date the equipment was created in Managed Receiving.
l Modified Date - The last date the equipment was edited in Managed Receiving.

Equipment List
Use this list to add, edit or delete Equipment with the Equipment form.

l To add equipment click Add Equipment from the Equipment list to display a blank Equipment form and
click Save Changes after you complete the form to return to the Equipment list.

l To view existing equipment, click the Type entry for an item in the list to open it and then click Cancel to
return to the list.

l To edit an existing piece of equipment, click the Type entry for an item in the list and then click Save
Changes after you complete your changes.

l To delete an existing piece of equipment, click the Type entry for an item in the list to open it and then
click Delete.

l To edit the site, door group or door associated with a piece of equipment, click the Location entry for an
item in the list and click Save Changes after you complete your changes.

If you edit a location from the Equipment list you will not be returned to the
Equipment list after you click Save Changes. In this scenario you will be redir-
ected to the Site Settings page that is associated with the location that you
changed. Select the Equipment settings page to return to the Equipment list.

Click Add Equipment to add new equipment.
Equipment Form restrictions

l Equipment can not be deleted
l Required fields: Equipment Type, Available To, Location, Quantity

Fields
l Type - Sort in alphabetical order or select an equipment type from the drop-down list to display any asso-

ciated equipment, equipment types are created by a Site Administrator.
l Location - Sort in alphabetical order or select a location type from the drop-down list to display any asso-

ciated equipment.
l Quantity - Sort by quantity or search for equipment with a quantity that falls within the specified Min /

Max range.
l Created Date - Sort by created date or search for equipment created within the specified Min / Max

range.
l Modified Date - Sort by modified date or search for equipment modified within the specified Min / Max

range.
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Site Settings Auto Appoint
When a carrier delivers freight on the return trip from another delivery, the return delivery is considered a
'backhaul' load and the carrier for the return trip is considered a 'backhaul' carrier for purposes of the Managed
Receiving Auto Appoint scheduling process. Auto Appoint schedules appointments for delivery of freight by
matching up unscheduled purchase orders with designated 'backhaul' carriers. Site Administrators use the Auto
Appoint page to define rules and quotas for when and how the Auto Appoint process schedules appointments.
Rules define who, where and when carriers can make backhaul deliveries. Quotas define the maximum capacity
of docks in pallets. The Auto Appoint process will not schedule appointments that would cause a dock's quota to
be exceeded.

Auto Appoint Rules and Quotas
Displays a list of site Auto Appoint rules and quotas

Tabs

l Rules - Select this tab to display a list of all Auto Appoint Rules.
l Quotas - Select this tab to display a list of all Auto Appoint Dock quotas.

Rules Columns

To hide or unhide columns, click the plus icon () at the top right of the Settings list, check
or uncheck columns from the Manage Columns dialog box and click Save Changes.

When you close your browser or browser tab and reopen this page, you will retain the
column and header filter that you set in your previous browser session. This is true even
if you log in to the Managed Receiving application from a different location on the same
device. Column and header filter settings are user specific.

When you click the Clear All option displayed on the far right of the row of column head-
ings, you reset any data specific filter settings but retain the currently displayed column
headings.

Your browser session remembers the columns that you choose to display. The following columns are displayed
by default:

l Rule # - Unique integer value associated with rule.
l Carrier - Name of carrier that is available for backhaul delivery
l Door - Door that carrier can load from
l Start Time - Earliest time that carrier can begin loading freight
l End Time - End of time interval during which backhaul freight can be loaded
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l Duration - Estimated time required to load backhaul freight for delivery
l Transfer Door - Check or unchecked

Hidden Columns:
The following columns are hidden by default:

To display hidden columns, click the plus icon () at the top right of the Carriers list, select
additional columns from the Manage Columns dialog box and click Save Changes.

l Created Date - The date the rule was created in Managed Receiving.
l Modified Date - The last date the rule was edited in Managed Receiving.

Rules List
Use this list to create, edit or delete Auto Appoint rules with the Rules form.

l To create a new rule click Add Rule from the Rules List to display a blank Rules form and click Save
Changes after you complete the form to return to the Auto Appoint Rules list.

l To view an existing rule, click the Rule # in the rules list to open it and then click Back to Rules to return
to the list.

l To edit an existing rule, click the Rule # in the rules list to open it and then click Save Changes after you
complete your changes.

l To delete an existing rule, click the Rule # in the rules list to open it and then click Delete.
Rules form restrictions

l All fields required
l No negative numbers

Fields
l Rule # - Sort by rule number or filter by entering a rule number to display the associated rule.
l Carrier - Sort in alphabetical order or select a carrier from the drop-down list.
l Door - Sort in alpha-numeric order or filter by entering a door number to display any associated rules
l Start Time - The time of day the appointment can start
l End Time - The time of day the appointment can end
l Duration - Sort by duration or filter list based upon the values entered for Min and Max.
l Transfer Door - Sort or filter list based on Yes or No values.
l Created Date - Sort by created date or search for rules created within the specified Min / Max range.
l Modified Date - Sort by modified date or search for rules modified within the specified Min / Max range.

Quotas Columns

To hide or unhide columns, click the plus icon () at the top right of the Settings list, check
or uncheck columns from the Manage Columns dialog box and click Save Changes.
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When you close your browser or browser tab and reopen this page, you will retain the
column and header filter that you set in your previous browser session. This is true even
if you log in to the Managed Receiving application from a different location on the same
device. Column and header filter settings are user specific.

When you click the Clear All option displayed on the far right of the row of column head-
ings, you reset any data specific filter settings but retain the currently displayed column
headings.

Your browser session remembers the columns that you choose to display. The following columns are displayed
by default:

l Quota # - Unique integer value associated with quota.
l Dock - Name of Dock where quota is applied
l Max Units - Maximum number of pallets allowed at dock by quota

Hidden Columns:
The following columns are hidden by default:

To display hidden columns, click the plus icon () at the top right of the Carriers list, select
additional columns from the Manage Columns dialog box and click Save Changes.

l Created Date - The date the quota was created.
l Modified Date - The last date the quota was edited.

Quotas List
Use this list to create, edit or delete Auto Appoint quotas with the Quotas form.

l To create a new quota click Add Quota from the Quotas List to display a blank Quotas form and click
Save Changes after you complete the form to return to the Auto Appoint Quotas list.

l To view an existing quota, click the Quota # in the quotas list to open it and then click Back to Quotas to
return to the list.

l To edit an existing quota, click the Quota # in the quotas list to open it and then click Save Changes after
you complete your changes.

l To delete an existing quota click the Quota # in the quotas list to open it and then click Delete.
Quotas form restrictions

l All fields required
l No negative numbers

Fields
l Quota # - Sort in ascending or descending order or filter the list based upon the Quota # entered.
l Dock - Sort in alphabetical order or select a door from the drop-down list to display any associated quota.

l Max Units - Sort by number of units or filter the list based upon the values entered for Min and Max.
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l Created Date - Sort by created date or search for quotas created within the specified Min / Max range.
l Modified Date - Sort by modified date or search for quotas modified within the specified Min / Max

range.
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Site SettingsGameDay
"Game Day" refers to the current day on the schedule. Door schedule restrictions and parameters, including
closures and reservations, are not taken into consideration when managing the site for the current day. Site
Administrators require real time knowledge about available site doors when scheduling appointments for the
current day.
Logic
Game Day logic works similar to closures / exceptions. The page looks the same as the schedule, with a 24-hour
period visible by default. On that schedule, periods of time can be set where a specific door is marked “Closed”
or “Open.” Doors are all “Open” by default, so an “Open” record is only necessary to modify a Closure.

Closures
Displays a list of all closures associated with a site. The game day closures screen is used to view closures and
add closures as necessary.

Columns

To hide or unhide columns, click the plus icon () at the top right of the Settings list, check
or uncheck columns from the Manage Columns dialog box and click Save Changes.

When you close your browser or browser tab and reopen this page, you will retain the
column and header filter that you set in your previous browser session. This is true even
if you log in to the Managed Receiving application from a different location on the same
device. Column and header filter settings are user specific.

When you click the Clear All option displayed on the far right of the row of column head-
ings, you reset any data specific filter settings but retain the currently displayed column
headings.

Your browser session remembers the columns that you choose to display. The following columns are displayed
by default:

l Closure - Door, Dock, or Site.
l Days - Select one or more closure day(s).
l Start Time - Closure start time
l End Time - Closure end time
l Start Date - Select the beginning and ending day(s) for the closure start date.
l End Date - Select the beginning and ending day(s) for the closure end date.
l Reason - Reason for closure
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Hidden Columns:
The following columns are hidden by default:

To display hidden columns, click the plus icon () at the top right of the Carriers list, select
additional columns from the Manage Columns dialog box and click Save Changes.

l Created Date - Select the beginning and ending day(s) for the closure created date.
l Modified Date - Select the beginning and ending day(s) for the closure modified date.

Schedule
The Game Day Schedule

Fields

l Docks - Select dock(s) to display the Game Day schedule by one or more docks
l Door Groups - Select door group(s) to display the Game Day schedule by one or more door groups.
l Start Time: Select a Start Time: to display the Game Day schedule based upon the specified Start Time

value.
l View: Select a time interval to display the Game Day schedule using the specified time interval.

No Appointments are visible, only Schedules showing when each door is Open or Closed

Game Day Closure Form
Click Add Closure to display the Add New Closure form.
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Site Settings Activities
This section describes Site Activities. Activities describe the status of Appointments and can be augmented with
custom reason codes that provide additional details of an updated appointment activity or status. Custom Activ-
ity reason codes can also be configured to require comments and / or to send email notifications.

Activities
Displays a list view of site activities

Columns
The following columns are displayed

l Activity - Name of the Site activity.
l Action - Action associated with Site Activities
l Reason Codes - Activity reason codes.
l Comments Required - Indicates whether the Activity must be associated with comments.

Activities List
By default, the following activities are displayed:

The default activities in this list cannot be deleted. These activities can be updated to
include additional reason codes and you can also add your own custom Activities to the
Activities List as described at Appointment Activities, Actions, Reason Codes and Noti-
fications.
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Use this list to create, edit or delete Activities with the Activity form.
l To create a new Activity click Add Activity from the Activities List to display a blank Activity form and

click Save Changes after you complete the form to return to the Activities list.
l To view an existing Activity, click the Activity in the list to open it and then click Cancel to return to the

list.
l To edit an existing Activity, click the Activity in the list to open it and then click Save Changes after you

complete your changes.
l To delete an existing Activity, click the Activity in the list to open it and then click Delete.

Activity form restrictions
l Reason codes cannot exceed 30 characters
l The option for Email notifications are specific to each reason code and the option to 'Require Comments

with Activity' is set at the Activity level.
Fields

l Activity - Sort in alphabetical order or filter the list based upon the Activity name entered.
l Action - Sort in alphabetical order or filter the list based upon the Action name entered.
l Comments Required - Sort in alphabetical order or filter the list based upon whether or not comments

are required.
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Site Settings Emails
Managed Receiving makes extensive use of email notifications to ensure timely communication of events and
activities which can impact efficient freight delivery. Carriers, Vendors and Site personnel rely on timely noti-
fications of appointment activities and Help Assist ticket status changes in order to react appropriately and work
to expedite freight delivery. The Site Settings Email page provides customizable templates for some of the more
commonly used email notifications. While several fields of notification message templates are populated with
data from Managed Receiving (such as Appointment Confirmation Number, Help Assist ticket number, and recip-
ient e-mail address) Administrators can enter custom text for other portions of email notification templates,
such as the Subject, Body, and Comments. This allows Administrators to communicate important details that
would otherwise not be possible with static email notifications.

Emails
Displays a list view of email notification templates

Columns

To hide or unhide columns, click the plus icon () at the top right of the Settings list, check
or u-check columns from the Manage Columns dialog box and click Save Changes.

When you close your browser or browser tab and reopen this page, you will retain the
column and header filter that you set in your previous browser session. This is true even
if you log in to the Managed Receiving application from a different location on the same
device. Column and header filter settings are user specific.

When you click the Clear All option displayed on the far right of the row of column head-
ings, you reset any data specific filter settings but retain the currently displayed column
headings.

Your browser session remembers the columns that you choose to display. The following columns are displayed
by default:

l ID - Email template ID
l Modified - Yes if modified, otherwise No.
l Name - Descriptive name of the email notification template.
l Subject - Subject of the email notification template, includes variable names that are populated with data

from Managed Receiving .

Emails List
Use this list to edit Email templates with the Email form.

l To view an existing Email template, click the Email name in the list to open it and then click Back to
Emails to return to the list.
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l To edit an existing Email, click the Email name in the list to open it and then click Save Changes after you
complete your changes.

Email form restrictions
l The Email name field cannot be changed.
l Custom text can be entered into any field marked Optional, for example the Subject, Body, and field at

the bottom of the Appointment Activity Notification form displayed below accept custom text:

l The maximum number of characters that can be entered into the Subject field is 45.
l The maximum number of characters that can be entered into other Optional fields is 250.

Fields
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l ID - Sort the list alphanumerically or filter the list based upon the ID value entered.
l Modified - Sort or filter the list based upon the Yes / No value for each Email template.
l Name - Sort the list alphabetically or filter the list to return Email templates that contain all or part of the

value entered.
l Subject - Sort the list alphabetically or filter the list to return Email templates that contain all or part of

the value entered.
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Glossary
This page describes commonly used warehouse terminology.
Average Unload Time: Average time in minutes required to unload a pallet at the primary vendor level.
Backhaul: A load that is placed on the client’s own truck to be delivered one the return trip. Backhaul loads are
sometimes referred to as 'client pickup by vendors'.
Base Rate: Per case unloading cost measured in cents.
Cancelled: Indicates that a vendor or carrier has submitted a request to cancel an appointment. Is independent
of associated purchase order status.
Carrier: A company that owns their own equipment and transports freight across the country using drivers, dis-
patchers, and terminals.
Carrier Move: Carrier Move is a unique, typically alphanumeric value associated with a specific appointment
number and carrier name. Partners assign Carrier Move values to purchase order(s) to add them to the appoint-
ment being delivered by the carrier identified by the Carrier Move. Managed Receiving recognizes Carrier Move
values for purchase orders if the Carrier move allowed configuration parameter is enabled in Site Settings /
General.
Carrier of Record: Carrier of Record is...
Confirmation Number: Appointment number.
Consignment or Logistic Load: Load delivered by a non-client / outside carrier. Typically a drop load, identifiable
by 'diamond' over the bar and a 'C' on the order detail.
Door Count: Number of doors assigned to unload a delivery. Loads that require large breakdowns are assigned
multiple doors.
Door Group: Defines a collection of physical doors located near equipment or storage space used to process or
store particular types of freight, such as perishable or frozen.
Drop Load: Designates whether a shipment is unloaded immediately or dropped at the dock to be unloaded
later.
Equipment Group: Identifies the type of equipment required to unload a truck. Types of equipment may include
pallet jack, fork lift, slip, clamp, floor and scrubber.
Game Day: Refers to the current day on the schedule.
Gate In: Point in time when a truck is allowed in the gate and assigned a door to unload a shipment.
Gate Out: Point in time when a truck is released from the dock and cleared from the premises.
Gate Pass: Reservation based docking credential issued to drivers when arriving for a scheduled appointment. A
gate pass describes appointment details such as confirmation number, appointment date, time, door, purchase
orders, vendors, and estimated unloading time.
Intermodal: Indicates the use of two modes of freight, such as truck and rail, to transport goods from shipper to
consignee.
Live Unload: Delivery that is unloaded at a specific time and door without dropping the trailer.
Load Weight: Gross or total weight of cargo, includes the weight of the cargo plus the weight of any containers
or pallets used during shipping
Managed Type: T = OTR (over the road truck); C = Consignment or Logistics truck; B = Backhaul (client’s own car-
rier line).
Maximum Load Count: The maximum number of loads that a vendor can receive in a 24 hour period.
Minimum / Maximum Pallet Count: Defines the minimum and maximum number of pallets that can be
received by a dock or door. High maximum / minimum pallet counts are more efficient for large volume deliv-
eries while lower maximum / minimum pallet counts work best for 'Express' deliveries. Maximum and min-
imum pallet thresholds help optimize the flow of freight at a site.
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On Complex: Point in time that a driver arrives on the premises and checks in with the gate attendant.
Open: Designates that an appointment has been scheduled but the delivery has not arrived and checked in with
gate attendant yet.
OTR Load: Over the road truck or outside carrier that has been assigned to the load.
PIM Tag: Product information management tag, used to
Owner Code: Identification code for the owner of a purchase order.
Streamline: Designation applied to time sensitive deliveries, including loads that specify a maximum unload time
before demurrage charges are assessed.
Unit Cost: Per case unloading charge.
Warehouse Pallets: Number of warehouse pallets required to breakdown a delivery for temporary storage.
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